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Mandela inaugurated

Police
remember
their own

By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press Writer

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
Officers from the Murray
Police Department placed
memorials on the graves of two
Former chiefs who were killed
in the line of duty to commemorate Peace Officer Memorial
Day Mondry.
Chief Gurthric Duiguid was
shot and killed Dec. 9, 1916, on
North Fourth Street by Lube
Manin.
According to historical
accounts, Martin, who had previously threatened the 50-yearold Duiguid, fire three shots
following-an argument.
After a manhunt by local citi/ens, Martin was arrested two
days later in Henry, Tenn.
Before the trial, citizens
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Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins (left), Sgt. Mike Jump (center) and
Capt. Bobby Holmes place a wreath at the grave of Chief Novel
McReynolds who was killed In the line of duty in 1957.

PRETORIA. South Africa (AP)
— Nelson Mandela was sworn in
as South Africa's first black president today in a joyous celebration ending the agony of apartheid and marking the country's
return to the world community.
"Let freedom reign!" he
proclaimed.
Completing his transformation
from political prisoner to president of Africa's richest country.
Mandela eagerly began his oath
of office even before the chief
Justice asked him.
"1 do hereby swear to be faithful to the .Republic of South Africa," he declared, standing on an
-outdoor podium -enclosed in
seven tons of bulletproof glass.
Shouts of "Viva!" rang out from
-theof state and heroes of the liberation struggle.
Mandela took over from F.W.
de ,Klerk, who dismantled apartheid, the harsh racial separation
system his National Party codified four decades ago. Mandcla's

Nearly two months of negotiations have left the county's two
rescue squads at a stalemate.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
and Murray-Calloway County
Disaster and Emergency Services
have been unable to reach a satisfactory agreement on combining
the squads.
Several meetings have been
held since March to discuss the
issue. During the first meeting,
several representatives from other
emergency services organizations
expressed support for having one
rescue unit.
DES Chief Kenny Reynolds
wants to keep the two organizations separate.
"It just seems to work a lot
smoother," he said.
Reynolds said having two
groups specializing in different
aspects of emergency services
benefits the county.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said
if DES members do not join the
fire-rescue, then the groups
should remain apart.
"Btit we'll ask the fiscal court
to recognize us as another rescue
unit," he said.
CCFR, which was founded in
the early 1950s, was officially
affiliated with the county in 1979

Neither side wants to
relinquish authority. I
think that is the crux of
the whole thing. 51
...Joe Green

their hearts, assured of their inalienable right to human dignity
-- a rainbow nation at peace wig,
itself and the world," Mand&
vowed.
"Never, never and never again
shall it be that this beautiful land

Mandela walked down to see
the ordinary South Africans who
had watched the ceremony from
the lawns below. He waved,
moved to the music and thanked
IN
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with donations and lundraising
proceeds. Cherry said.
Reynolds said DES has one
boat, three rescue vehicles, a former ambulance and a station
wagon.
He estimated that DES
lesponds to about 18 calls per
year.
"Why are they (CCFR)so worried about 18 or 20 calls?" Rey
nolds said. "Nothing says thi
they have to have it all."
Reynolds attributes the lack of
calls to dispatching.
He said DES. which is currently dispatched by Murray State
University Public Safety, is not
called out very often. All .other
emergency services except the
sheriff's department are dispatched through the Murray.
Police Department.
MSU Public Safety director
Joe Green said most people
naturally call the police
department.
"We more or less got booted
out," Reynolds said of the police
department. which formerly provided the service.

by order of the fiscal court and
Judge/Executive Robert 0.
Miller.
However, under Judge/
Executive George Wcaks, an
order was issued in 1985 which
created a new rescue squad
(DES) to serve the county.
Since then.. Murray-Calloway
County DES has been the recognized agency and receives county
funds and grant money, according
to Reynolds. United Way has also
contributed to DES in the past.
He asks why CCFR cannot
stick to fighting fires and let DES
handle rescues.
"By law, it's ours," Reynolds
MPD communications director
said of rescue missions.
Ricky Harris said he is not sure
Currently, CCFR and DES
why DES left the police departrespond to water rescue calls. ment. CCFR pays the department
Fire-Rescue mans and maintains for dispatching. MSU does not
five boats and a hovercraft.
That equipment was purchased • See Page 2

Barbs fly
between
candidates
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Campaign finance and allegiance to
the Republican Party were the
focus of heated exchanges
between the two GOP 1st District
congressional candidates during a
radio call-in show.
Ed Whitfield accused Sccve
Hamrick of instigating a laWsuit
filed by Steve Ball, a Henderson
County GOP election commissioner, to keep Whitfield out of
the May 24 primary.
The lawsuit claims Whitfield is
not a bona fide candidate because

vill again experience the oppresof one by another and suffer
sion
Si I do hereby swear to
the indignity of being the skunk
be faithful to the of the woi;thh
The new
- cmbcr multiraRepublic of South
cial parliament chose him presiAfrica. 59
dent, unopposed, at its first session Monday.
...Nelson Mandela
Moments before his swearingin, dc Klerk and ANC national
chairman Thabo Mbeki took
African National Congress won a oaths of office as Mandela's
landslide victory last month in deputy presidents in a governthe country's first election to ment of national unity.
The inauguration finished with
include the black majority.
a thunderous cannon salute,
In his inaugural speech, the
warplanes trailing smoke in the
75-year-old president called aparnew national colors of red, white,
theid "an extraordinary human
disaster that lasted too, too blue, black, green and gold, and
helicopters carrying the redelong."
"We shall build the society in - signed flag. The president,
estranged from his wife, Winnic,
which all South Africans, both
held the hand of his daughter,
black and white, will be able to

SIGN OF THE TIMES

Squads at stalemate
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
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Ray Bandarra (left) of Bandi's Welding and Steel Erection In Murray and Bruce Ottway of Ottway Signs In
Murray lower a new granite sign at the front entrance of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Monday. The sign
.s one of six Installed at the hospital this week.

Gacy executed by injection

ED WHITFIELD

STEVE HAMRICK

"If he's allowed to stay on the
he was a registered Democrat
ballot, it will be an open primbefore the most recent election. A
circuit judge is expected to rule
• See Page 2
on the motion Thursday.

MEETINGS
II Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet at 1 30 p m Thursday in the County Judge Executive's Office

SPORTS

EVENTS

•Cincinnati Reds pitcher Tom Browning
and Florida Marlins outfielder Gary Sheffield suffered major injuries in Monday
night's bruising National League play

II Murray Board of Education will
meet Thursday at 7 p m at the former
Carter Elementary School located on
13th Street

JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — John
Wayne Gacy was executed by
injection early today, more than
15 years after the stench of
bodies buried in the crawl space
under his home gave police the
break that led to his conviction in
33 sex murders.
Gacy, 52, was pronounced
dead at 12:58 a.m., 18 minutes
after two anonymous executioners tripped switches to send the
chemicals into his bloodstream.
The procedure was delayed by a
clog in the tubing.
His last words were that "taking his life would not compensate
for the loss of the others and that
this was the state murdering

Page 6

him," said state Corrections
Director Howard Peters.
"He got a much easier death
than any of his victims," said
William Kunkle, who prosecuted
Gacy and witnessed the execution
at the maximum-security SLateville Correctional Center.
"To the best of my knowledge
and the knowledge of the pathologist, he did not suffer any
pain," Will County Coroner Patrick O'Neil said today after witnessing the autopsy.
Gacy's body will be cremated
at the request of his family;
O'Neil said. He wasn't certain
but didn't think a funeral was
planned.

II See

Page 2

BRIEFL

I

II Session Two of "Family Fun with
Eggs-perts" will be presented May 11 at
3 15 p m at East Elementary and May
17 at 7 p m at North Elementary The
program includes several family activities
and educational seminars Call 753-3070
for more information

(,,Ky confessed to strangling
31 young men and boys he had
picked up for sex, and he was
convicted of the murders in 1980.
With the help of a map Gacy
drew for police, 27 of the bodies
were found in the crawl space
under Gacy's ranch-style home
outside Chicago. Two bodies
were found elsewhere on his
property, and four were pulled
from the Des Plaines River.
To the end, Gacy was a cipher.
For nearly six years, from 1972
to 1978, he methodically killed
his victims as he lived an outgoing. seemingly normal life as a
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FROM PAGE 1
reportedly were hostile and
even threatened to hang the
judge who granted a continuance in the proceedings. Martin was being held in Hopkinsv'ille for his own..safety.
Between 400 and 500 people
swarmed the courthouse during
the trial.
Gov. Augustus 0. Stanley
made a special train trip to
Murray in an effort to restore
order. In addition, armed troops
were sent to Murray and
remained here throughout the
trial.
Martin was convicted of wanton murder Feb. 19, 1917 and
sentenced to the death penalty.
His sentence was upheld by the
Court of Appeals. He was later
•
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ROBERSON'S
..I; HIM BURGER IN
$ Is Now Open
,

executed at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary -in Eddyville.
Nearly 41 years later, Chief
Novel McReynolds was killed
in a pistol duel with Preston
Moore at the Murray City Hall,
which was then located on the
courtsquare, in April 1957.
According to reports. Moore,
j World War II veteran who
was a patient on leave from a
government mental hospital,
was apparently enraged with all
officers.
He died during the incident.
McReynolds died two days
later.
Local citizens were so upset
by the incident that approximately $500 was collected in
the chiers name and given to
.
his wife.
Both men's names are
engraved in a wall at the
National Law Enforcement
Officers Association's Park in
Washington, D.C. which was
dedicated by Pres. George Bush
in 1991 to honor all federal,
state and local law enforcement
officers killed in the line of
duty.
More than 13,5(X) names are
engraved on the wall.
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FROM PAGE 1
ary." Hamrick said as the two
exchanged comments Monday on
WKYX radio.
"(Whitfield) signed papers that
he was a registered Republican in
Florida in the last election. He
was a Democrat. He hasn't been
here since the 1970s. How can he
know how people of the district
feel'!" Hamrick said.
Whitfield, 50, said the suit is
without merit. He said he has
complied with requirements to be
on the ballot.
Hamrick, 43, should encourage
Republicans to run for office, not

itOt
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March 31 finance report came
from Kentucky and that he had
accepted no contributions from
political action committees.
Both men attacked the Democrats in Washington.
Whitfield said Democrats
advocate increasing programs and
benefits for more and more people. "We have to have financial
responsibility. We have an obligation to future generations not
to put them in debt forever."

row Gacy recanted his confession, denying all but one of the
killings, and wrote rambling letters blaming his conviction on
political conspiracies. Fourteen
years of appeals held up the
execution.
Nearly two dozen relatives of
Gacy's victims, barred from the
execution chamber as a security
precaution, kept a vigil in an
administration building until they
received word of the execution.
"We were victims here, too,"
said Tim Nieder, whose brother,
John Mowery. was 19 when Gacy
killed him in 1977. "I feel like
justice has finally been served,
but it's been a long time in the

making."
Gacy was the first person executed against his will in Illinois
since 1962. Another condemned
man, Charles Walker, dropped
his appeals and won the right to
have his execution carried out in
1990.

assuage whites, Mandela's 5-year
term will be seen as a near miracle in a continent filled with
black-ruled nations struggling to
overcome the effects of
colonialism.
Mandela has warned constituents it will take time to undo
the inequities of a system that
deprived the nation's 30 million
blacks of the right to vote, to own
property in most of the country
and to travel freely.
But during a ceremony as ethnically diverse as the country
Mandela was chosen to lead, the
future seemed bright. Where once
only white men in gray suits trod,
guests of every hue mixed in
shimmering African robes and
lustrous turbans.
A choir kept the waiting dignitaries swaying, and a singer from
Mandela's Xhosa tribe exhorted
the crowd.

Mandela's swearing-in marked
something more than an inauguration — it was the coming out
party for South Africa after
decades of international isolation.
Representatives of more than
200 governments and organizations, who five years ago would
either have been barred from visiting or would not have considered it, were invited.
Those attending included Vice
President Al Gore, who called the
event "a celebration for the
entire world." He was accompanied by first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
Mandela's ascension to the
presidency was never in doubt
since the date for the country's
first multiracial election was
announced last year. It was held
April 26-29.
Mandela's 27 years in prison
made him a hero to millions of

Hamrick attacked Democrats
for leading the effort to pass a
ban on some assault weapons.

Gacy's lawyers spent Monday
in a last round of frenzied appeals. His lawyers had argued that
lethal injection was developed
with Nazi research data and that
Illinois' previous execution by
injection was botched and
resulted in the prisoner being tortured to death. The state denied
that.

MURRAY CAI:HAMMON
CUSTOMERS
Due to system upgrade, service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.
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11111•11111uNUN

try to remove them from the ballot. Whitfield contended. He
raised the fund-raising issue in a
counterattack.
"For a Republican to win,
we're going to have to have a
candidate who can raise money,—
said Whitfield. He said he raised
542,000 during the last reporting
period compared to Hamrick's
S14,000.
Hamrick countered that 70 percent of the S100,000 he raised in
1992 came from Kentucky donors
tor his race against Tom Barlow.
Whitfield said 55 percent of the
money he reported raising in his

•Mandela...
FROM PAGE 1
them for their struggle.
"It has been costly in human
lives but let us forget the past,"
he said. "Now we have won ...
We are now busy healing the
wounds of the past and it is for
you to support us in that task."
Mandela has vowed to provide
housing, jobs, education and
health care to the millions of
blacks impoverished under white
rule. He must also end the political violence that has killed more
than 11,000 people since 1990.
If he keeps enough of his
promises to satisfy blacks, and
maintains economic prosperity to

Loans

directors when elections are held
next month.
Cherry said members of the
board must be affiliated with
CCFR for two years, but the
board agreed to "grandfather in"
DES members.
Reynolds feels like the agency
is getting punished.
Green said the "ego thing" is
ultimately hurting the county's
residents. ,
"Neither side wants to relinquish authority. 1 think that is the
crux of the whole thing," he said.
However, Green supports having a central agency to oversee
both groups.
Cherry said CCFR cannot
operate under that system
because it already has supervisory boards with each fire district
it contracts with to assure satisfactory fire protection.
CCFR is. a public service organization that receives tax dollars
for fire protection. Cherry said all
rescue operations are paid for
from donations and fund raising.
The two services are accounted
for in separate books, he said.
Greed, who reviewed CCFR's
procedure manual, said "CCFR is
the strongest of the two
organizations."
However, he noted that DES
has "potential," and that both
groups perform vital services to
the- c6unty.

III Barbs fly...

FROM PAGE 1
successful remodeling contractor,
Democratic precinct captain and
amateur clown named Pogo.
While Gacy was under surveillance in 1978 in connection with
the disappearance of a 15-yearold boy, he invited the officers
watching him into his house for
dinner.
While using the bathroom, one
of the officers caught a scent like
rotting flesh coming from a heating duct. That was part of the
evidence used to obtain the
search warrant that led to the discovery of the bodies.
In more than a decade on death
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hours of training in the last five
years.
However. 3.000 of those hours
are credited to fire service.
According to the bylaws. DES
"will not respond to fire or medical emergencies unless these
occur secondary to the primary
emergency or unless requested
consistent with members' level of
training."
Financially, DES is largely
supported by a state grant
68,070 in 1993) and fundraising
(S7,709 in 1993). Its $36.800
budget diming fiscal year 1993
Jumped from $28,100 in 1992.
At that time, the unit reported
more than $12,600 was collected
in fundraising efforts, according
to a budget summary. DES did
not receive a state grant in 1992.
In 1991, fundraising activities
totalled more than $15,500.
Reynolds said DES members
have worked hard to raise money.
"Now all of a sudden, it's like
we're glad for what you did, but
‘%e want it all," he said.
Cherry said CCFR offered to
create two positions for a rescue
coordinator and an assistant
which 'could be filled by DES
personnel.
"That offer was turned down,"
he said.
In addition, DES members
would have a chance to become
mcMbers or CCFR'S board—or

•Gacy...

NI Calloway Co. Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield,Sedaka and Fairnwvton, Ky and to Per, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn By mad to other destinations, price s $64 50 per year

Murray Shrine Club

'have to earn it."
Reynolds said the agency is
gaining respect from other agencies, but he feels like CCFR is
"picking on DES.
"When they (fiscal court)
passed that order (in 1985), why
didn't they (CCFR) follow the
law and stop doing it then." he
said, referring to rescue runs.
Green said because CCFR has
been around for so long, the
group has the name recognition
which DES has yet to attain.
"People here recognize FireRescue. They don't understand
what DES does," he said.
According to DES's bylaws,
the unit's duties include "land
and water search and rescue,
reconnaissance and recovery;
extrication; severe weather; assistance in evacuation and major
medical operation; asistance at
hazardous materials spills...;
traffic control at emergency
scenes when requested...; support
of other local government agencies when requested..."
Green said DES should not be
working traffic at wrecks, but
should respond to major
emergencies.
"I don't know how many
response calls they get that are
legitimate emergency calls,"
Green said.
According to figures provided
by IJES approximately -25—members have had more than 8,000
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charge a fee for DES.
Harris said the department's
policy is to always send CCFR to
any emergency in the county..He
said there are no written guidelines detailing when to send DES.
However, in the event of a
water rescue, Harris said he send
the sheriff, water patrol and
CCFR. He then notifies MSU
public safety.
"We let them know and they
can send if they want to," Harris
said.
In the past, some people have
complained the DES members
jammed up the radio and asked
for personal pages and frequent
radio checks.
Green said his communications
center also had problems with
radio use.
"We had problems with some
personnel," he said. "They played
games on the radio and we don't
have time for that."
Green said many of the problems have been solved, but said
MSU will not dispatch for the
organization forever.
"We will for a while until
something can be worked out,"
he said, adding that public safety
provides the service as a matter
of "sustenance" for DES.
Both Green and Reynolds
agtedT that DES—has not rettiVed
the respect that other agencies
have.
"Respect is something you
can't demand," Green said. "You
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Murray, KY 42071
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Sue licNeary, Johnna Arnett and WhItni Gray prepare for Earth Day by
making pew from recycled products. Fourth graders from Southwest
made a mountain mural.

Dr. John Kruder of MSU's College of Industry and Technology, speaks
to member of Ruth Smith's geometry class at Calloway High. Also pictured: Drew Acuff and Rebecca Tidwell.
Murray Middle School students Troy Doss and Troy Fields share iguanas with Murray Elementary students as part of a study on rainforests

%NMNampa

Matt Perry, a junior at Calloway High, uses the computer-aided drafting
lab at Murray° State. He is a student in Ruth Smith's accelerated
geometry class.

IAMSU's Environmental Education Specialist Sue McNeary teachers Murray primary students about the Importance of bats in the rainforest.
Southwest fifth graders share the Rainforest Rap with the entire student body during a recent Earth Day assembly.

Billy Blake, a TNT Plus student at Calloway Middle, views the Barkley
Dam through a telescope at the visitors station. Shawn Faqua looks
over his shoulder.
Cindy Clemson of MSU's Learning Center spoke with students at Murray High about preparation for college.
After studying Mexico, students at North Elementary took turns hitting
the pinata. Pictured: (front) Jessica Streetman, Kathy Frederick, Joe
Wilson, (back) Tye Hawkins and Dustin Dix.
r
.

•

Sam Burrage from WPSD visited North Elementary students who presented him with a sombrero. Also pictured: Rachel Neale and Joey
Saddoris.
Brandy Shekel!, April Cain, Jeff Coday and Jeremy Kirksey, TNT Plus
students at Calloway Middle, toured Barkley Dam and spoke with the
lock operators.

Eighth graders students at Murray Middle celebrate completion of their
portfolios and classmate Tony Rutherford's (seated) last day. Also pictured: Amber Wolfe, Shanda Pratt and Tyrethia Milliken.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined, by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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G

The Kentucky
lad There's Network

Marcey Montgomery, Megan Haws and Stefanie Batey, Calloway preschool students, take time for a tea party.

School Supply

Edgar Perry, primary student at East Elementary, writes super sentences with his teacher, Betty Cassity.
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FROM OUR READERS
Reasons behind 'rules' at shelter
v

Ikar Editor:
May 5th, there was again a letter to the editor about the strict adoption "rules" at the shelter. I would like to respond to Mrs.
Worstees letter.
Yes, we do have a form at the shelter asking your name, address
and einployment. We require employment so that the animal
adopted is guaranteed future veterinary care. We do not ask salaries
as stated. We do inquire about children in the home because some
of the pets were surrendered because they do not get along well
with children. Pct history generally reveals how well the previous
pets were cared for in the home. If a person has had numerous animals run over or disappear in the previous year, perhaps a shelter
worker might suggest ways of caring for the animals to prevent
disposable
turther loss. We tka not wish animals
commodities.
Yes, we do make a distinction between house pets, outside pets
and pets that can be both. How cruel it Would be to stick a fivepound Chihuahua out to freeze in the cold of winter. How cruel to
adopt a cat that had been declawed and lived only inside to someone who would put it outside to fend for itself. Do we see this kind
of cruelty? Every single day in one form or another.
We ask that family members make a joint decision to adopt a
pet. Too often in the past one member would become an impulse
adopter due to sad eyes peering through bars of a cage. The pet was
taken home only to be brought back the following day because the
spouse did not want it. An adoption should require a grcai deal of
thought with both the pct and family needs being considered..
A----31-hour waiting period was established to prevent impulse
adoptions, verify the employment, complete paperwork, and ready
the animal foeadoption (bathing, parasite check, etc.). This is standard in many shelters.
We "require neutering" — you bet we do! If not, the "pounds of
carcasses" would increase ten-fold. The shelter is not responsible
tor the pct overpopulation crisis — the public is. We do not kill out
of want, but rather necessity, a burden placed upon us by an uncaring society. We have limited space, With kennels and cages full at
all times.
That is the reality of the constant influx of animals and folloring
the Federal Animal Welfare Act (X number of animals held-an X
amount of space). It is one important reason why our animal control laws be enforced. A dog picked up running at large and
brought to the shelter must be held seven days. At least one dog,
and often an entire litter, must give up their lives for space for the
new dog. The offender may reclaim his dog a few days later, but
that doesn't bring back the lives that were taken initially.
Most people do not consider how fast animals reproduce. In a
six-year period one female dog bred and her offspring can be the
source of 67.000 dogs. In that same six-year period, a femate cat
bred and her offspring can produce 420,000 cats — a definite pyramid effect (Humane Society of the United States). Reality is that
for every person born, 15 dogs and 45 catsare born. And 12-15
million must be destroyed in shelters annually. There simply are
not enough homes even if each person that entered the shelter
adopted a pet. Most people that enter the shelter have their mind set
for a particular size or breed of animal. Those settling for "just
anything" need to examine why they want a pet.
.
It also should be noted that not all pets entering the shelter are
adoptable. Animals brought in by the carload are infested with
ringworm or parasites such as sarcoptic mange and hcartworms.
Many are aggressive while others are traumatized by the stress of
being expelled from a home. Animals brought in by the ACO are
most often in poor health from abandonment, thus making them
non-adoptable. Many of the 20 percent purebreds surrendered are
not temperamentally sound or suffer from genetic defects due to
irresponsible breeding.
I think it rather ironic that Mrs. Worster should critique our
"rules." She sought adoption on March 17 and was told to call back
the 18th after the 24-hour waiting period. She was looking for "two
cats to put undcr her house and garage." She explained how they
had "had numerous cats kept the way but that they all disappeared." Her return call came on May 3(seven weeks later) only to
be told that the two cats she had selected had been adopted. At that
point she stated that "it didn't matter, any old cat would do." A
quality home, surely.
Shawn Maxwell, Animal Shelter Director
P.0, Box 764, Murray

—Recent gun ban only a beginning
Dear Editor:
I just finished watching C-Span on TV with a heavy heart and a
sick- feeling in my stomach. I just watched Congress take away
'another one of our constitutional rights. The right to defend
ourselves, the right to bear arms. I know there are people that say
that we don't need semi-automatic weapons, but that is not the
case. The problem is this is just the start. The Washington insiders
or so-called elite do not want certain weapons in the hands of lawabiding citizens.
When are the citizens of this country going to wake up? When
you sec the military going from house to house confiscating all of
their weapons. If you think that the people in Washington are going
to stop with the present bill, you are a bunch of fools. YOU .are like
the Romans, Germans, Filipinos, Chinese and Russiansand many
more countries that gave up their Tight to bear arms. The right to
bear arms is the reason that this country has withstood for so long.
Today (5-5-94) we saw the beginning of that downfall.
If you weren't so blind, you would vote every congressman that
voted for the gun ban out of office. You should put people in office
who will protect our way of life. Put God back in our everyday
lives, schools and government as our forefathers stated in so many
of their writings. We do have the right to have our rights restored.
We can have the people who arc trying to make slaves out of us
kicked out of office.
The people in one county in Florida started a militia, which was
approved by their county government. Every citizen above 18 years
of age that was law-abiding was a member and allowed to own and
keep automatic and semi-automatic weapons. Sweden does that
now and they do not have crime as we dO. It is a way to keep our
guns and to keep our liberty.
Max T. Canads
Route 5, Box 747, Murray

All thatjazz
My big brother collected
records, those old 78s that were
shiny and black as a brand new
pair of patent leather shoes.
When my parents weren't around,
he listened to his music sprawled
on the couch in the living room,
his feet propped defiantly on the
mahogony coffee table, his head
resting on the brocade cushions
of the sofa.
When they were home, Roger
retreated to his lair on the third
floor. He had his own bedroom
and bathroom up there, safe from
the meddling_ Lif thate.- younger
sisters and the bossiness of the
one older than he. We were
allowed to mount the winding
staircase to his hideaway only
with his expressed permission;
and even with that we were forbidden to touch his belongings.
On the rare occasion that he
was feeling particularly expansive, he might suffer a lesser
sibling or two on the top floor
-he -spent hours-limning to
Jazz. Because she was older than
he was, Roger consented to my
sister Audrey's company at his
private jam sessions. The two of
them dragged on forbidden
cigarettes and blew the smoke out
the upstairs windows, while they
tapped their feet or snapped their

MAIN STREFF

their national sales meeting on
the skills needed to sell diversified products and the importance
of time management.
I'm listening to a recording my
husband has of the immortal
Goodman cOncert at Carnegie
Hall as the concept for my talk
takes shape. It dawns on me that,
if I could get away with it. I
jazz piqued my curiosity at all
wouldn't give any • speech next
was that my big brother seemed
week in Nashville. I'd just play
to like it, and my older sister too. the recording of "Sing, Sing,
One of their favorite recordings Sing" because it ilFultrates the
— one they could listen 40 inter- essentials you need to know
minably — had been immortal- about doing a good job at almost
ized when they were just children anything:
themselves. It was "Sing, Sing,
Start with a simple melody and
Sing," as played by Benny Goodtake it from there. Practice. Lisman and his orchestra at Carnegie-ten. Be willing to let others take
Hall on Jan. 16, 1938.
the lead and be willing to take
You'd think they were in
the lead yourself; you'll know
church, they listened so reverentwhen it's your turn if you're payly. And when Goodman hit his
ing attention. Improvise. You
impossibly high C above high C. have to take chances to achieve
they acted as if a miracle had just
what seems impossible. And have
been performed. Sometimes my
fun too The best :results
sister got tears in her eyes.
achieved when you let your spirits soar.
Don't ask why this all comes
The last thing I'd say would be
back to mc now, years later, as I
to throw out the books and the
am preparing a sales training sesarticles and the tapes about sellsion for a client. The company is
ing. Listen to some jazz. You
expanding its product line and
might discover that you know
embarking on a new strategy.
more than you think.
They want me. to give a talk at

Constance Alexander
Ledger &
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lingers to the music. Sometimes
at the end of an especially
impressive riff, one of them
would sigh heavily and cmit a
whispered exclamation like
"Wow," or "Did you hear that?"
My mother described jazz
musicians as "dope fiends," convinced that their half-closed eyes
and rapturous murmurings were a
sure sign of addiction. Whenever
a group performed on the Ed Sullivan Show, mother clucked and
fumed. "Just a bunch of hop
heads," she sniffed, declaring this
with such certainty you'd have
thought she'd seen Gene Krupa
shout hercrirt in the -aisles of the
local A & P.
I didn't pay much attention to
her or to my siblings' taste in
mifsic when I was a child. A serious piano student., I was more
interested in the classical composers than anything being played at Birdland. The only reason

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 28, The Journal of Martinsburg, W.Va.. on free
parking for Congress:
When ordinary people park their cars close to the terminals at
Washington's National or Dulles airports, they can expect to pay as
much as $26 per day for the privilege. But members of Congress pay
absolutely nothing.
In fact, they — unlike, say, salesmen and others who must travel to
earn a living — don't even have to look for parking spaces. For special parking lots are reserved for lawmakers.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., thought it was about time Congress did
away with its special parking privileges, and so he brought before the
Senate a modest resolution that would have asked the Washington
Metropolitan Airports Authority to eliminate the special spaces.
Well, as McCain put it, a resolution declaring World War Ill might
have evoked less emotion on the Senate floor.
Sen. John Danforth, a Missouri Republican serving his last term,
was perhaps the most adamant advocate of holding onto the free
spaces. Passing McCain's resolution, he claimed in a display of interesting logic, would promote the false impression that members of
Congress were "ripping off the country by perks and pay."
Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun, a freshman Democrat from Illinois,
chimed in: "When is this Congress-bashing going to stop? She added:
"Having a parking space at the airport is not something that represents a rip-off of the American people. The fact that I can park my car
and leave it there allows me to do my job."

People who are not members of Congress park their cars at the airport and leave them there in order to do their-jobs, too. The difference
is they pay S26 per day if they feel the need to park right next to the
terminal. If the airport authority charged for the prime spaces reserved
for Congress, it would receive about SI.6 million per year in
revenues. But the authority, a creation of Congress, is not ,going to
make a move without congressional approval.
In the end, McCain's resolution lost by a 53-44 roll call vote. ...
May 4, The (London) Guardian, on Rwanda:
Rwanda lies under a curse, Africa's ultimate orphan. ... The killing
fields of Rwanda are terrible to behold: a madness beyond any logic
and comprehension. Even conservative estimates speak of half a million dead — with worse to come.
This is not a spectator sport. Our consciences flair out, counseling
that something, anything must be done. The U.N. secretary-general
wants the Organization of African Unity, acting on behalf of the
United Nations, to assemble a peacekeeping force. Oxfam (the British
aid agency) yesterday (Tuesday) sent out an agonized appeal for military intervention. But here comes the same issue that confronts the
U.N. in Bosnia: can and should the world organization use force to
impose peace — or must the factions fight it out alone? Glum pragmatism dictates that there is precious little the international co:immunity can do to stem the fighting in Rwanda' at this stage.

Assault on weapons missing mark
Listening to congressmen argue
the ban on 19 types of so-called
assault weapons,I had trouble makmy mind. Both sides of the
ing
debate sounded absolutely right.
On the one side, we had those
who wanted these weapons banned
because they have only one purpose
— killing people.
These are not sporting weapons.
If you blast a wild turkey with one of Chicago mobster named Roger other. Police records show that
them,there will be nothing left to eat Touhy as he was being put into an
these have all been used as murder
but feathers. And they're really too ambulance. A cop told me: "They
weapons:
big to put under your pillow or a only got him in the lower leg with
A cane, chair, concrete chunk,
nightstand for home defense.
electrical cord, hammer, hot water,
one shot"
On several occasions, they have
house brick, clothing iron, golf
Which was true. But they had
been the weapons of choice by used a shotgun and most of his calf club, ice pthlt, jack handle, lead
loony characters who have decided was gone. In only a few minutes, he
pipe, mirror, panty hose, plastic
to shoot up restaurants or the places lost enough blood to feed a family of
bag,rope,scissors,shoestring,sock,
where they used to work.
sweater, adhesive tape, phone cord,
vampires and was gone.
Contrary to some views,they are
and toilet.
But you can't tuck a shotgun into
not the same as a standard police- your belt, and if you carry one on a
Toilet? Yes,stuff someone's head
type six-shooter. Fully rigged, they bus or subway, someone is sure to
in one and even if he can swim,he is
make it easier to rapidly spray lead be alarmed. doomed.
in large quantities all over the place.
If anything, Chicago police stats
All of these have been used to kill
They improve one's aim or ability to show that there arc all sorts of
in Chicago almost as frequently as
shoot from 'the hip.
mundane or bizarre weapons used in
the newly-banned assault weapons.
And they have more glamor ap- more crimes than the weapons that
And that tells us why so much of
peal than a regular handgun. A - Congress just voted to ban.
the talk in Washington is simply
street-gang punk in a big city might
Cutlery: the standard kitchen
political blather.
be more inclined to display his knife, the boning knife, the carving
One, the majority of murders do
macho in a drive-by shooting with knife are far more popular. So is the
not involve assault weapons. They
such a powerful-looking weapon in baseball bat, fists and feet, and the
are most frequently used ..by drug
his hands.
automobile.
dealers in settling territorial disThen comes the argument from
putes, and who cares if these thugs
It is amazing, really, how many
the other side:
devices people use to kill each
kill each other, anyway?
Fact is, these weapons — as
frightening as they look — are used
in only a small number of killings.
The weapon of choice is still the
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
standard handgun. In Chicago, for
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
example, the hands-up favorite is
. of topics, provided they comply with the folprint letters on a varie:)
the .38. Which makes sense. You
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
can carry your handgun in your
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
pocket, your purse, your belt, or a
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
shoulder holster.
be more than .5(X) words. Letters should be typewriuen and doubleThat's why the shotgun is used in
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
so few crimes, although it is proband ,to limit frequent writers.
ably the most devastating of availLetters shouldlbc addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
able firearms. I once am ved at the
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
scene of the shooting of a big-time

Just drop us a line •••

OM
,

Two, the vast majority of murders involve husbands and wives,
girlfriends and boyfriends, boyfriends and boyfriends, roommates,
neighbors and other relationships.
That's why baseball bats are more
frequently used than assault weapons. In the heat of a domestic
dispute, most people don't have time
to go to a gun store and fill out a lot
of forms to conform to the pattycake Brady Bill. A guy reaches into
the closet and gets out a five iron
and whacks her on the head.
The congressmen who voted for
the assault weapon ban know that it
won't make even a tiny dent in the
crime rate. But they say it is a
meaningful first step.
Those who voted against it said
the same thing, and they also know
it is a meaningful first step. They
fear that the next step will be other
guns. Then others. And the
ultimate goal of the anti-gun lobby
is to ban the private ownership of all
weapons.
That is their ultimate goal, although the anti-gun people won't
admit it. It would be a foolish
strategy.
But nothing else makes sense. If
people are shooting each other with
pistols of .22 and .38 caliber, why
the big deal about exotic,expensive
weapons that few people own and
fewer use in crimes?
Because,as politicians, they have
to do something, even if it means
almost nothing.
And tomorrow, Eddie might go
berserk and kill Edna in their
kitchen. Maybe with a pot, a paring
knife, or his old .22.
But Congress will have done its
job and the sound bites will be all
over the tube.
And-we not only pay these guys,
but give them fret parking/
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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CCHS Blood Drive planned
The annual Calloway County High School Student Council Blood
Drive will be Wednesday, May II, and Thursday, May 12, in the
Junior ROTC Room 125. Hours will be from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. both
days. Everyone from the community is asked to please give. The class
with the most donors will receive a cash prize. The goal is set for 95
units.
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James Feltner will be honored
East Calloway Elementary School Parent Teacher Organization will
host a retirement reception for Principal James Feltner on Thursday,
May 12. The annual spring musical program will be presented at 7
p.m. and the reception will follow in the school cafeteria. The public
is invited to attend.
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Jane Cothran .will be honored
Jane Cothran will be honored at a retirement reception on Thursday,
Maym 12, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary
School. Ms. Cothran has taught for over 30 years in the local school
system. All friends, former students and teachers, and other interested
persons are invited to attend.

Pottertown Fire meeting Thursday
Pottcrtown Fire Station No. 7 will have a finance company committee meeting on Thursday. May 12, at 7 p.m. at Wildcat One Stop
Store. This is for members and all interested persons.
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United We Stand meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway County 'Chapter of United We Stand will meet
Thursday. May 12, at Calloway County Public Library. Committee
reports will be given at 6 p.m., followed an open forum featuring
State Senator Henry Lackey, who is running for Democratic party
nomination for U.S. Representative in First District. The public is
invited to attend.

Ham breakfast will be Saturday
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will sponsor a
ham bre3.1Lfast on Saturday morning, May 14. Adults will be S3.50.
childre8"6 to 12 will be S1.50, and children five and under free. The
public is invited to attend.
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Murray Woman's Club plans meeting
Murray Woman's Club will have its general meeting on Thursday.
May 12. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. A memorial service for members who have died during the past year will be led by Evelyn Wallis,
first vice president. Special music will be by Music Chorus of Music
Department of the club, directed by Margie Shown with Beth Stribling
as accompanist, will be presented. Ladies who have been members for
50 years, and winners of the state contests will be recognized. New
officers and department chairmen will be installed: Hostesses will be
members of Garden and Creative Arts Departments. Other departments are Alpha, Delta, Home, Kappa, Sigma, Theta and Zeta. Martha
Andrus, president, urges all members to attend this meeting as important items will be presented to the membership.
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SCV Camp meeting Thursday

•

Compatriot James Beck will speak at meeting of TilghymanBeaurcgard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans. on Thursday, May 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Water Valley
United Methodist Church.-- Plans for Camp Bcauregard Memorial Service on June 5,.and a Memorial Service near Troy. Tenn., on June 26
will be on the agenda. For more information contact Commander Bill
Wilson, Water Valley, or any camp member.

*

MMS Spring Fling Friday
Murray Middle School FTO will sponsor a Spring Fling Festival on
Friday, May 13, from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at the school. Activities for all
ages including ring toss, basketball shootout, pie eating contest, balloon and darts, refreshments, funny photos, face painting, and much
more will be featured. A spaghetti supper will also be held in the
school cafeteria. Tickets for the supper may be purchased in advance
at the school. A limited number of tickets will be sold at the door. The
public is invited to attend this school fund raiser.
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MWC cookbooks now on sale
The Murray Woman's Club cookbooks are now on sale at Downtown Branch of Bank of Murray, Calloway County Public Library,
Owen's Grocery, North Branch of Peoples Bank, Pier I, and Treasure
House. The books feature recipes from all previous cookbook publications by the club and also historical photographs. The cost is $15 each
with proceeds tb go for the upkeep of the club house, built in the early
1940s. Cookbooks are also available from any club member.

YBA plans first opening day
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alvin
Tarr of P.O. Box 104, Lynnville,
are the parents of a daughter,
Kcyra ReShaye Tarr, born on
Wednesday, May 4, at 7:40 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
HOWICit.

The baby
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weighed eight

pounds seven ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Tracy Henson. A
brother is Charles Garrett Taff.
Grandparents arc James and
Frances Henson of Sedalia and
Ntargie--Tatr of
Orum'
Mayfield.

HOROSCOPES
NIA1' 11.1994
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1 -901)-9M-77M. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE You enjoy being the center of' attenNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: tion. Avoid rocking the boat if an
Great things will happen if you are authority figure is on a tear. Softpatient. Loneliness fades when you pedal any complaints.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
get busy. Tend to business before
turning your attention to pleasure. A will enjoy the attention showered.on
fall vacation could affect a romantic you by a new friend. Do not lose
relationship. Children and pets con- your temper if someone close to you
tribute to a special kind of happi- acts skeptical. Handle a difference
ness. A change of employment is of opinion with diplomacy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
likely early in 1995. You feel more
appreciated than in the past. yearning for someone at a distance
could lead to a joyful reunion.
Strengthen family ties.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Events beyond your control could
THIS DATE: Nation of Islam hamper a long-term business plan.
leader the Rev. Louis Farrakhan. Renlinn calm.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
famed dancer-choreographer Martha
Graham. MTV jockey Martha You may he able to pick up N here
vou left off with an old flame.
Quinn. composer ha ing Berlin.
ARIES iMarch 21 -April 19): Expect your work responsibilities to
Begin a renovation project. Your increase. A financial matter requires
artistic talents come to the fore. a different approach; seek the help
Shopping sprees are out. Forgotten of evens.
SAGITTARIUS 'Nov. 22-Dec.
debts could catch up with you.
21)- -A new relationship is shaping
Search for bargains. .
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i: up nicely. Be careful not to spoil at
You are now ready to clear away the by saying too much too soon. You
old and start anew. Stay out of other may find yourself busier than ever at
people's quarrels. Spend more time work.
,CAPRICORN i Dec. 22-Jan.
with young people in need of love
I 9tt A financial revelation could
and attention.
GEMINI May 21 -June 210: brilllg a lively response from someThink up a vvay to earn more. You one--who shares Your In %At, irt I
could receive a wonderful gift from matter. Although the truth may ,hurt.
an admirer. Find out if there are you must face facts.
AQUARIU'S (Jan. .20-Feb. 18):
strings attached. An unexpected
Insisting .on having your own way
development at work could throw
could antagonize those closest to
you into a tizzy.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): An you. Winning people over will aid
out-of-the-blue invitation could hold your ambitions. Friends may urge
great appeal. Things are looking up. you to splurge.
'PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
evert if an intimate relationship has
been turbulent in recent days. Spend community project or business deal
time alone if you need to sort things gets the go-ahead signal. today.
Mend your relationship with a relaout.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Some- tive you may have neglected recentone influential is fascinated by you. ly.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Thrifty and hard-working. these 'Taureans
want to achieve success through their own effons. Although they will rarely
accept help themselves, they are generous to a fault, heaping favors, gifts
and affection on loved ones and friends. Thanks to careful planning. they are
seldom caught off-guard when it comes to financial emergencies. They are
big advocates of saving money for a rainy day! A head for figures makes
them top-notch busines.s managers. accountants and investment advisers.
Despite their romantic nature, they will probably wait to marry until they
feel on solid financial ground.
I Ile
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Sheila Foster
bride-elect of
Rick Lamkin
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Kelly Thomas
bride-elect of
Flint Wesley
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

In

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting'8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Ladies Guild'6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group at
West View/2 p.m., First Place Class/7
pm
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group I11/7.30 p.m. w/June Vander Molen.
First Baptist Church events include
Louella Beddoe Group at Seafood
Express/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Churob events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts Lone Oais/4 p.m.; FHA
banquet.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 130-4 30 p.m. Admission free.
National Scouting Museum/open
12.30-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne. 753-0224 or Linda.
437-4414.
Wednesday, May 11
Homemakers' Club meetings include"'
South Pleasant Grove/1:30 p.m./home
of Sherre Paschall; Paris Road/11:30
a miSirloin Stockade; New Concord/
noon wiPeggy Mitchell: Harris
Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center;
Pottertown/10 a.m./Holiday Inn.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
events/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf/9:30

_Murray Art Guild open/10 am -4 pm

Lucas Cherry has been recognized for academic achievement
as a United States National Honor Roll Award Winner by the U.S.
Achievement Academy.
Cherry who attends Calloway
County High School will appear
in the yearbook, published
nationally.
He is the son of Larry and Pam
Cherry, and the grandson of L.B.
and Ruby Duncan and the late
Harvey and Dora Cherry of
Murray.
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Jane Marie's Dance Studio
presents

Fine Foods
ej-mv

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

Gymnastics
and
Cheerleading
Camps
Begin
June 1.
To Register

Call
753-0805

Saturday,
May 14, 1994
7110 p.m.
MSU Lovett
Auditorium

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
It

Public Invited
Admission Free

North 12th Street
Murray
Nola to Arby's

759-9701
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Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion II aM :American Legion
Building South Sixth and Maple
Streets Info 753-8136 or 435-4314 Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m !for
senior citizens activities Free blood
pressure checks/11 a m -1 pm
Weeks Center -open 8 a m -4 p m /for
senior citizens' activities
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County HospitatChestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray/8 30-11 30 am
and 12 30-3 pm
Senior Golf LeaguL8 a m Miller
Memorial Golf Course
New Lite Christian Center service 7
pm at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Study,'9 30 a m and Bible
classes/7 p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 pm.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples
Class/6 30.p m
Eastwood Baptist Church study '7
pm
Community Baptist Church- Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK Picnic,5 p m
Choir
Practice,6 30 p m . Fellowship
Committee/7 p.m
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon, Worship
pm
Elm Grove Baptist Church services,7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and. Mission Groups'7
p m, Sanctuary Choir/3 p m
Westside Baptist Church events
include missions organizations/7 p m
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a.m.; Children's Handbell/3.15 p m
Adult Handbel1/4,p.m.; Youth Club/5
p m.: Mid-High Bible Study and Turner
Covenant Prayer/6 p.m., Chancel
Choir potluck w/Kim/6 30 p m., Sr
High Bible Study/7 p m., Wesleyan
WI'. Moody, Ruth Wilson. w/J
Whitford/7:30 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m., Fellowship Supper/530 p.m.. Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Young Musicians 1
Musical, Klaymata/6 30 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Soup supper/6:15 p.m., Bible
Group/7:15 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m
Murray High School events include
Site-based Decision Making Council/5
p.m.; Baseball team hosts GCHS.!4 30
p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and 1 .30
to 430 p.m
National Scouting Museum!open
12.30-4'30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Showit1 a m and
2 p m / Golden Pond Planetarium
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Wednesday, May 11
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am and Story Hour 10 30 am
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ZETA Department of Murray Woman's Club heard a program on "Getting To Know You" by Barbara Aiken at the April meeting held at the
club house. Mary Wells, chairman, presided. Hostesses were, pictured
from left. Barbara Harris, Rebecca West, Clara Humphrey and Minnie
Craig. The department will meet Thursday, May 12, at 9:30 a.m. for a
brunch at Holiday Inn.

er

The Youth Baseball Association will have its opening day celebration for the 1994 season on Saturday, May 14, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
This will involve all teams from T-Ball through Pony League with all
activities taking place at Murray-Calloway County Park. Leagues will
he playing either regular season games or pre-season scrimmages on
that day. YBA will also sponsor a "Home Run Derby" from 9 a.m, to
noon for the Park, Kentucky and Bronco League players with trophies
for first and second place in each league. Concessions will include hot
dogs, hamburgcrs, popcorn and drinks with all proceeds going to the
YBA. Everyone is invited to attend to support YBA's summer league
program.

I

AMU
-040

Tuesday, May 10
Calloway. County Touchdown C.1440
for benefit of Calloway, Football
program/7 30 p m 'Calloway Board
office
"Coping with Divorce" free
program/6 30 p.m /sponsored by Family Resource Center at East Calloway
Cafeteria. Info/753-3070.
Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making Council 5 p m !Room
109 at school
Almo-Doster Fire District meeting 7
p m 'Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
East Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Council meeting/3 15
p m /school.
All Breed Handling Class/sponsored
by German Shepherd Dog Club/6 30
p m./Old Murray City Park
Info,436-2858.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4 30 p m /board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Murray Primary PTO skating
karty!6•8 p.m./Circus Skating of
Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parent-a Anonymous/6 p . m
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Chapter. Kentucky 834,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
p.m./Martini
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
THEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County. Public Library.
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Bumps,
Bruises
Reds' pitcher
injures elbow
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Tom Browning was carried
off the field. Gary Sheffield
walked off. No one was certain
when they would return.
More than anything. Monday
was a night of frightening
injuries.
In a scene not seen since
Dave Dravecky hurt himself.
Browning fell to the ground
when he broke -a bone in his
upper left arm making a pitch
for Cincinnati. The pop of
Browning's arm could be heard
in the press box in San Diego,
and he lay motionless for five
minutes before being taken off
on a stretcher.

at

Bulls break on NBA's day of rest
The Associated Press
On the 12th day of the NBA
playoffs, the fans — and the Chicago Bulls — rested.
Monday was not a game day
tor any of the eight teams
remaining in the playoffs. And it
was the first game-free day for
all teams since the posiseason
started April 28. The only other
scheduled day off through the
first two rounds is next Monday.
May 16.
Two second-round series begin
tonight, with Indiana playing at

Atlanta and Denver playing at
t tah.
The other two series, ChicagoNew York and Phoenix-Houston,
resume Wednesday night. New
York and Phoenix both hold 1-0
leads in the best-of-7 series.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson surprised the team Monday by loading them on a bus for practice,
then .taking them on a Staten
Island ferry ride instead.
"Physically, we were in no
position to work out," Jackson
"This got our minds off the

pened yesterday. A thing like that
can form a bitterness, and we
needed to get ourselves feeling
better.
"It was like a nice day in the
park."
No team is more surprised to
still be playing than the Denver
Nuggets. The Nuggets dropped
the first two games of their bestof-5 series with Seattle, then
came back to win the final three
— including the last two in
overtime.
The three straight victories
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game so they can concentrate on
the positive aspects of what hap-

Herndon hits, pitches
hot Calloway County
to victory over Heath
Staff Report
-Murray Ledger & - Times

National League
Monday's Games
San Francisco 12. Colorado 5
Pittsburgh 9, Florida 5
New York 5. Montreal 4
Atlanta 7, Philadelphia 2
Chicago 6. St Louis 3
Cincinnati 3, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 9, Houston 8

(
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Woodman's FREE
financial Needs
Analysis can tell if you
have die if. insurance
protection to meet your
goals To find out
more, contact:

k Woodmen
of the

World

Or Insurance S4Xiely

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's boys' tennis
team coasted to a 9-0 win while
the Lady Tigers picked up a 6-3
victory in Monday's match
against Mayfield High School.
Jeremy Hunt, playing No. 1
led the charge for the
Tigers, taking Steve Gardner 8-3.
Joel Johnson rolled to an 8-1 win
at No. 2, Jason Rouse claimed an
8-4 victory at No. 3, Adam Gro-

%.14

g,

•

Sate:ciao:1
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County's softball
team got its week off to a good
start, sweeping a doubleheader at
Paducah-Tilghman Monday.
The lady Lakcrs won the first
game • 7-4. Calloway brought
three •runs across in the third
inning and tacked on four more
in the fifth, while Tilghman
scored twice in both the fifth and
,eventh innings.
Calloway out-hit Tilghman 8-7
with Marti McClard getting the
Lady Lakcrs' only extra-base hit,
'a double in the fifth inning. Amy
Alexander was the winning
pitcher..

1

Golf
$3 00
$5.00

9 Holes
18 Holes

Weekends & Holidays
$400
$7.00

9 Holes
18 Holes

Calloway produced a 6-0 shutout win in the nightcap, scoring
twice in the first inning, -once in
the third and three times in the
Iitth.
The Lady Lakcrs had 10 hits in
the second game to Tilghman's
live. McClard had two singles
and four RBIs while Alexander
had a single and double and
Wischart and Jamie Kimbro
also had two hits each. Alexander
acain took the win.
• • • •
Murray-St. Mary
Murray High had a tough day
at the plate on Monday and
dropped a pair of games to St.
Mary in a doubleheader at the

$1 75

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Orioles' Fernandez
picks up 100th win
The Associated Press
For Sid Fernandez, his 100th
career win was more a relief than
a triumph.
"I've been trying to get 100
for a while," he said Monday
night after leading the Baltimore
Orioles past 'the Toronto Blue
Jays 4-1. "I should have got it
last year, but I was hurt most of
the season. Finally, it's over with
and I can go on and win some
more."

In recent years, Fernandez
(2-0) has been -known more for
injuries and diets than pitching.
He is 100-79 in 10 seasons with
the New York Mcts, five games
with the Orioles and two games
voth Los Angeles.
"I got real lucky tonight,"
Fernandez said. "1 think I only
threw one curve for a strike. I

American League
Mondays Games
New York 4 Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 7 Boston 4
Seattle 3 Chicago 2
Minnesota 9 Kansas City 5
Baltimore 4 Toronto 1
' Texas 11 California 3

walked a lot of guys and there
were some line drives hit at people. You get away with it every
now and then, but the majority of
the time, against a team like Toronto you don't get away with it."
Fernandez allowed one run and
lour hits in 7 1-3 innings, walked
six and struck out one.
Brady Anderson, in .an 0-for-20
slump, broke a 1-1 tic with a sacrifice.,fly in the seventh inning.
Al Leiter (2-2) gave up two
runs and six hits in 6 1-3 innings.
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Lady Tiger Melissa Villatlor is met at third base by coach David Carr
after her seventh-inning triple.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

WAREHOUSE TIRE

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Open Mon Fn 7 5 Sat 7 Noon

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

N 16th St., Murray

753-1152

Murray City Park.
In the first game, St. Mary's
pitcher had a no-hitter through
six innings, but Murray avoided
being no-hit and shut out when
they plated three in the bottom of
the seventh to fall 10-3.
In the seventh,. Melissa Villaflor tripled home.,two runs and
Sharinon Williams singled home
thew other. Jill .Miller and Amanda
Hanclinc also singled in the
inning.
In the second game, St. Mary
got off to a hot start and won 9-1.
For Murray, Miller and Williams each had two hits. Williams
scored Murray's only run when
she tripled in the fourth.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
$I, $2.'f13.50 Buckets
SOC
Rotting Range

• Golf Lessons Available •

Practice Range .
Miniature Golf

gan won 8-1 at No 4, and David, No. 1, followed by Lady Tiger
2
:
victories by Poppy Hogscd (8
Gressler won 8-2 at No. 5. Brian
Dennison won Isis match at No. 6 at No. 3), Leigh Havcrstock (8-1
at No. 4) and Mary Kay Howard
by default.
(8-3) at No. 6).
Murray's No. 1 doubles team
In doubles, Havcrstock-Kim
of Brent Keller-Michael HornAlexander won 8-5 at No. 2 and
back won 8-1, while GroganJohnson won 9-7 at No. 2, and • Howard-Rebecca Miller won 8-5
at No. 3.
Gressler-Dennison won by
Murray hosts First Region
default.
power Lone Oak today in
In girls' play, Mary Maddox
boys'-girls' match. '
came up with an 8-2 victory at

II See Page 7

Calloway sweeps Tornado

OM• Omaha •ebr••••

.1-4t!
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Murray High coasts past Mayfield;
regional power Lone Oak up next

Do you have enough
life insurance'

James R Jackson
Woodmen Bldg
3rd
Maple, Murray
7534113

4

STEVE PARKER Ledge, & T — es

Murray eighth grader Jeremy Hunt stretches Out to return a shot in his No. 1 singles match against Mayfield's Steve Gardner Monday at Murray C ountry Club.

keep it out of the air good
things will happen.-Ireiterdiy. we
hit the ball and made them make
the plays.
"We're playing real well right
now, and this is the time of year
when you want to be playing
your best."
Calloway struck for three runs
in the second inning when Brent
Anderson led off with 'a triple.
Herndon, Clay Cowan and Tim
McDaniel all followed with RBI
singles: Calloway added one in
the 'fourth and Heath picked up
its only runs, both unearned, in
the bottom of the fourth.
Calloway took a 6-2 lead in the
fifth when Casey Williams and
Herndon each hit RBI singles.
Calloway (14-6) put the game

and

HEATH — Calloway County
keeps getting excellent pitching
and quality hitting, all the while
rolling over First Region
opponents.
Monday's victim happened to
be Heath.
laaker junior Jay Herndon scattered three hits over .five innings
in Calloway's 10-2 win over the
Pirates.
Herndon also helped himself
out at the.plate by going 2-for-3
with a double and single. But
lately, every one of the Lakcrs is
helping himself at the plate.
"We're putting the bat on the
hall, that's the thing," head coach
Eddie Morris said of the Lakers'
11-hit attack on Monday."At this
level, if you put the ball in play

"This is a very rare injury."
Reds assistant trainer Doug
Sprcen said after a 3-2 win.
"I've never heard of one. The
only thing I've ever heard of, a
fracture from throwing the ball,
was Dave Dravccky. That was
from other things. There's no
precedence, at this point, if you
think about it."
Sheffield was one of three
Florida Marlins hurt. He partially dislocated his left shoulder
and starting pitcher Ryan Bowen injured his left side, while
relief ace Bryan Harvey was
forced to leave a rehabilitation ,
assignment in the minoesi
because of tightness in htsoright
elbow.
"We lost more than a game.
It looks like we could lose
Shelf for a while," Marlins
manager Rene Lachemann said
alter a 9-5 loss to Pittsburgh.
Browning fractured his
humerus, the biggest bone
between the elbow and shoulder. It is the same bone
Dravecky broke making a pitch
in Montreal in 1989.
Browning. 34, hurt himself
making a pitch to Archi
frocco in the sixth inning. His
eyes were closed and his mouth
was open when he was carried
off.
"I heard a snap," Cianfrocco
said. "It didn't really click until
I saw him on the ground and
then you knew something is
wrong. It's a scary time."
Johnny Ruffin (2-0) relieved
Browning and struck out Cianfrocco.

Q:

made Denver the first eighthseeded playoff team in NBA history to beat an opponent with the
hest record in the conference.
Coach Dan Issel says his Nuggets already have exceeded
expectations after slipping into
the playoffs with a 42-40 record.
"I think what we get from here
on out is just a bonus in terms of
experience and our team growing
up." he said.
Denver, the youngest team in
the league, lost four of five
regular-season games to Utah.

•
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Rangers top Capitals,
move to Eastern finals

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Kentucky League baseball season opens
In the first game of Kentucky League play, Win SOW Frame
defeated Pagliars 14-0. UM Street Frain* was led in hitting
by Mark Chamberlain with two doubles and a triple. Chamberlain
a4so had seven strikeouts in three innings of pitching. Matt Morris
had a double and a single and Austin Swain, Andrew Parker and
Derrck Bumph's all had singles. For Pagllars, Jay Boggess,
Nathan Jones and Chris Roscoe had singles.
•In the nightcap. Cheri started with a win over Boone Cleaners, 10-1. For Cheri, Mat Kelleher had an inside-the-park homer
arid a triple, Chris Owens had two singles and Brian Asher had
another inside-the -park home run and a single. Asher and Kellcher
combined for a five-inning no-hitter.
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Holland interviewing at SDSU
Former Murray State basketball assistant coach James Holland
has interviewed for the vacant head basketball coaching position at
San .Diego State. Rolland, who coached under Steve Newton at
MSLJ and later South Carolina, is an assistant at San Diego State.
SDSU assistant John Harrick Jr. is also interviewing.
Former UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian told school officials he
does not want the job.

,t team in
r of five
to Utah.

Olajuwon ts NBA's top defensive player
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston center Hakecm Olajuwon edged
San Antonio center David Robinson 23-22 in voting by writers and
broadcasters for his second straight NBA defensive player of the
,•ar award. Denver center Dikembe Mutombo was third with 19.
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Pierce signs extension with Sonics
Seattle announced that guard Ricky Pierce
SLATTLE Ai',
signed a one-year contract extension in January. Pierce, 34, _was
scheduled to become an unrestricted free agent.

air good
tcrday, we
hem make

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Hockey Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Even
when they don't get the bounces,
the New York Rangers usually
get the victory.
Despite a fluke 140-foot goal
by Washington defenseman
Kevin Hatcher that hopped past
goaltender Mike Richter, the
Rangers beat the Capitals 4-3
Monday night to advance to the
Eastern Conference finals of the
NHL playoffs.:
"On any kind of shot like that,
you try to get to the bounce as
fast as possible," Richter said. "I
don't know whether it hit a rut,
or what, but you're moving one
way, trying to keep your legs
together, so it doesn't bounce
(between the legs).
"It bounced the other way."
Hatcher, who was clearing the
puck out of the Washington /one

out of reach in the sixth with
three runs to take a 9-2 lead.
Sean Waller relieved Herndon,
who improved to 4-2, in the sixth
and struck out three Heath hitters.
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Auto Insurance...

with the Rangers on a power
play, gave the Capitals a 1-1 tic
with the goal at 5:33 of the first
period.
Richter said there was no outward reaction from his

Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie Ross Si Danny Ross

"Sometimes they will tell you
how they feel by what they don't
say," Richter said. "But they
were very posittIrk."
Asked what his 'teammates did
to pick him 'up,' Richter said,
'Two goals -- and fast."

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

•Herndon...
FROM PAGE 6

10

Wesley Cogdell finished
2-for-4 with two doubles and
McDaniel was 2-for-4 with a
single and double.
single and double.
Calloway hosts St. Mary today
at/I:30 p.m. at the old coy park.
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'Your more than one company agency."
David King
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'vow York iSabernagen 4-1) at Montreal (Henry
3" 635 pm
orviadeipnia (Bosh* 0-1) at Atlanta (Morditar 2-01
F.., 417 pm
icago (Wenchail 0-11 at S1 Lows (Watson 2-21
C,
' pm
i-tOuSlon iSsitiviall 3-0) at Los Angeles (R Mangier
9 05 p m
c,rorinat, (Filo 1,2t al San Diego (P Martins/ 0-01..
4:5 pm

Chec
FotBu
A..Home
Murray-Calloway County Board ofRealtors
-. 753-1492

_1 Century 21-Loretta Jobs Realtors

Inc run and
igs, walked
ne.
in 0-for-20
with a sacith inning.
IC up two
-3 innings.

...1 Coleman Real Estate

753-9898

_I Grey's Properties

759-2001
"

J Kopperud Realty •

TRADE-1N SALE!
•A.

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
." with Approved Credit --_

a Mur-Cal Realty

753-4114

a Professional Real Estate
J Re/Max Croperties

759-1591
,
753-7653

[71 Roberts Realty.

753-1111

J Spann Realty & Appraisal

753-7724

J West Kentucky Properties

759-1101

-76

We
Service
Our
Sets."

—
Imes [photo

After one of these area realtors helps you find the house of your dreams,
come to United Commonwealth Bank and we'll help you put together the perfect home loan.
We've got a variety of loans available to suit any individual need. And you'll find professional,
experienced people at United Commonwealth Bank who will not only set you up with the
right loan, they'll do it quickly and easily. See them,then see us!

David Carr

Large Screened TV
Trade-In Allowance Up to '300
Great

nen

753-1222

Features Including:

• Channel Guide & More!
• Remote'
• Picture in Picture
• Sleep Timer & Alarm

,
4,...•••••••••-•

•

UNITED

11110 COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Padani Ilialngs Bank

I

Together It's Possible!

a

300 Johnson Boulevard • Murray, KY 42071 • 502-759-9443

6

•
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DEATHS

"Make the
right choice."
On May 241h, you have three
chokes in the Deesoaatic primary. Rrst on the ballot willbe a
State Senator who represents my
county of Henderson. He has not accomplished much of
anything in his8 years as a state senator. He was voted out
of the senate because he did not represent this district's
views,and then was voted back in because he promised to
do something about the large state tax increase to fund the
KERA education program (that his opponent had voted
for). Back then, he was very vocal about taxes, etc. But,
once he was elected, his voice faded,and he just joined the
taxing, mandating and regulating crowd in Frankfort.
Now that there is another election, his voice and promises
have returned. He wants to be your Congressman.
The third name on the ballot is our Congressman. He
has voted against the wishes of our First District on many
important issues. He has voted for more taxes and against
the balanced budget amendment. He has gone along with
those in Washington who do not hold the majority of this
district's views, and his excuses of why he has voted
against the majority are weak. His record is easy to check.
I am second on the ballot. I am satisfied with the
individual support I am getting. Those who support me
want nothing but an honest and less controlling government. They only ask for the right to be all they can be
without government interference. They want our country
to remain independent. They are people who want to
control our government - and not the other way around. I
prtimigkio vote tareducetaxes,remove barriers of-growth
from our people, businesses and agriculture. The most
important qualities our elected officials should have are
honesty,strong ethics,and good morals. I ask everyone to
check my background and work record. You will find I do
not go back on my word: What I tell you is what I will do. I
have worked hard for forty years,and I will not stop when
I am elected. I can assure you that nothing about my life
will bring discredit to our state.
I ask for your support and vote in this upcoming
election.
Let's remember more taxes are not the answer!

Democrat

Charles T. Banken
f°'CONGRESS 1st DISTRICT
Paid kr b

[VISA
Maurice P. Christopher
Memorial services for Maurice
P. Christopher will be today at 2
p.m. at First United Methodist
_Church. Dr. ..lerry Jetfords will
.
officiate.
Pallbearers will be William
Brown, Roger Little, Harry Lee
Conley, Melvin Henley, Lary
Boggess, Pete Lancaster, Charlie
Scott and Karl Hussung.
Private burial will be at Murray City Cemetery prior to the
service.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy
should be made to the Walter
Blackburn Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University or to the
Building Debt Retirement Fund
at First United Methodist-Church
at Murray.
Mr. Christopher, 82, of Johnson Boulevard, Murray, died
Saturday .at 9:15 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
He had retired as professor of
chemistry from Murray State
University. He was co-founder
and past president of Murray
Kiwanis Club; was past president
of Purchase Area Chapter of
American Chemical Society; and
v.as a member of First United

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning
Werra Rate
% Guaraateed
For Ow Year'
No Asinal Fees!
Priwipal!
Guaranteed Return
Multiple GIC011111 Features!
Cal Now Far Mere Inforesesion
On Tex-deferred Anasakes

M. WAYNE
BENNETT !
Bennett Ina
Services, Inc.,
602459-1880
Coaden Rigs theoretics Company Rated 'A.'
(Sugorier) by A.M. Bert. This rating indicates
financed strength and stability

&maw for Conroe. Tr•iria Kay Davila. Tr...am 1101 PPIrt&le !L. Hasitarean. KY 42420

•Tlus annuity Includes•3% l'irst-y4..ir bonus
Rate as M 4/1144. subject to change.

sa1A-101121

Fe GI-A-10

EMERGENCY STOCK

LIQUIDATION
IT WILL PAY
ilaffifw— YOU TO DRIVE
liftit
MILES TO THIS
SALE!!!

sitt
-

FROM

'99

EASY TERMS!

LIVINGROOM SETS
MANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

90 Days
Free Financing

starting at

$399

OPEN
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 9-3

t-- 41t

Samuel David Johnson
NIAURICE P. CHRISTOPHER
,Methodist Church where he
taught an Adult Men's Sunday
School Class for 14 years.
His wife. Mrs. Juletta Christopher, died Dec. 7, 1990.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Camille B. Little and
hsuband, Roger, Hcyworth, Ill.,
and Dr. Cathy Christopher and
husband, William Brown, Murray; one son, Ron Christopher
and wife, Ellie, Murray; seven
grandchildren, Susan Little, Sha_run Sinetzt-1, Sarah Winter,Shan„ non Christopher, Cadet Kelsey
Christopher, Carroll Lane Christopher, and Courtney Christopher;
three great-grandchildren, Scan
Winter, Rachel Winter and
Katherine Stoetzel.
•••”`

Two Murray State University
students are the recipients of the
1994-95 Pam and Havana Rutledge
Scholarship.
Islaria Bell of Mayfield and Patricia Diann Milton of Princeton each
received a $500 two-semester scholarship.
Awarded by the Murray State
University Social Work Program,
the Rutledge Scholarship for social
work majors was established in
1976 as a memorial to two members
of the Rutledge family of Murray.
Pam Rutledge graduated from Murray State in May 1973 with a major
in social work. She was to begin a
career in human service with the
Kentucky Bureau for Social Services, but the and her mother,
Havana, were killed in an airplane
crash in St. Louis on July 23, 1973.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

ALL RECLINERS

40%-60% OFF
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

9

LIMIT

Tired of Playing
the Guessing
Game? Settling
fora Paint That's
"Close Enough"?

5 PIECE SET

239
7 PC. SET '339

The funeral for Samuel David Johnson will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Johnson, 88, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, died Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from Tool & Die Department of Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Survivors include one son, David Jolvison, Plymouth, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Alma McNeely and husband, Howard, Murray; two grandchildren; three nieces; one nephew .

Bell and Milton
get scholarships

753-4461

-.1
)
__01

•

Services for Mrs. Maude Grogan were today at II a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Pnestly Scou and John Dale
officiated. Singing was by singers from Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. Burial was in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Mrs. Grogan, 94, Murray, died Sunday at noon at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former resident of Rt. I, Hazel, she was a member of Green Plain
Church of Christ. Her husband, Charles Ophus Grogan, died in September 1973.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Pauline Yarbrough and husband. Gus D., Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. Frankie Harrell and husband,
Everett, Rt. I, Hazel; two sons, Joe Grogan, Magnolia Drive, Murray,
and Paul Grogan and wife, Charlotte, Rt. 4, Murray; three half sisters,
Mrs. Eva Hurt and Mrs. Ruby Keegan, Michigan, and Mrs. Novie
Hale, Murray; 12 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren.

Last Main St.

A
vii_ 4 $ET
-i_v_

s

Mrs. Maude Grogan

Members of California Connection Committee met recently to plan their
annual summer picnic. They are, from left, Mary Thomson, Hal Fredricks, Gwen Wolf, Dana Chaps, Ginger Goodell, Barbara Tompkins, Sara
Fineman and Carol Fredricks.

California Connection
picnic will be June 11
The California Connection picnic
will be held on Saturday, June 11,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
playhouse in the park at MurrayCalloway County Park.
All Calloway County residents
with a previous association with
California are invited to attend.
The purpose of the gathering is to
renew acquaintances, make new
friends and share experiences of
adjusting to our new Kentucky
lives.
A potluck lunch will be served
with each family providing their
own table service and a dish (casserole, salad or dessert). The Committee will provide barbecue and soft
drinks. The park will provide some
picnic tables but we are asking our
California friends to provide your
own chairs and any card or portable
tables would be greatly appreciated.
We will be asking for a small
donation to cover the cost of the
barbecue, soft drinks and mailings.
The California Connection was

formed in 1990 and all members
appreciate the efforts of Ruth Oney
and her late husband in getting this
group together and Ruth's continued
work within the group.
For more information regarding
the picnic you may contact Mary
Thomson at 502-436-5022.

4 DRAWER
CHESTS

SUBSCRIBE
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FURNITURE 6 MATTRESS

WEST OF WARD ELKINS ON THE SQUARE IN MURRAY
PHONE (502) 153-48/2

VISA - MASTERCARD-LAYAWAY
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Stock Market Report

erl

Dow Jams lad. Airg..-..-+17.11.5
Djuk previong aose........3629.04
Air
40s/s-s/s
A T&
527/.441/s
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton__... /117/s uric
Nista Myers Squibb _._.344-1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.o....--39B 411/aA

•
as of 9 a.m.
Prices
K U Eaergy.-.---.--- 261/44-44
Kroger
—3Pa elk
LG & E
Mattel
Merck _.—.---J.C.
2SA
Peoples
Quaker Osts---.-.—.-4Sone
Schering•Plough--._—._641/5+1/s
Sears

RE
I oration

HALEY'S
Cars, Custom Va
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest
Daily, Week

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

Our Best Investment Is You.
II ft 11•11.smf, WI I ',no,

Mr(

• ..1•••••urr \IVY

Shock Collars • Bark Collars
Call Today For A
Free Estimate

Paint Chips • Wood Siding • Fabric

Quick and Easy.

Straw

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-2571

Wa 'paper • Carpet
Bring Us Any Sample For an
Exact Match...

Wallaci

753-0466

PuiValat

PURDOM

"WANTED
IMMEDIATELY**
People To Loss
Weight!
Nutritionally Balanced
Product
Complete Sattstaction
Guaranteed
chikasaL Product That
Contains 72 Warne's.
Herbs. Minerals, Proteins.
And Amino Acids
Take Control Ot Your
Lite And Your Weight'
Call(502)527-3998 and
ask tor Derrell it you are
interested. No obtigahon. This product will
change your life!

Knights of

Murray Ions 8 lots
St.

pay kas been
increased to S696 in
1994
For more intormaucin
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or aadoevride
1400-455-4199
'as 32er )eir sr wernas•

KY 94 West 10 Johnny
Haa Road, right c

HIWARD
LYONS

Cheatnut

111114111111/0C.
MASI

Feiss.l-Si. Market Noes $crew Mey I 1104
Kestamcky hydrae Aral Rog Martel assert Incledse 3
Iv*.Stations Itscilete Act. 311S, i.4110 Ithrreers•
Gills $1.541 Meer Seer SIM-SIM Moder
$414111-41
LI 1-2 135.250 lbe.
S31-1141.411.5111
US 2211-114 s
544.5111411.41
ES 2.3 1.36-264 lbs.
134341-44.54
IS 3-4 YAM
Sees
*35.1531.11
IS 1-2 21*-1511 lbe.
5.311.141-31.04/
ES 1.3 3411-411,11 IS..
133.04.33.•1
US 1-3 414-52.5 IS..
00-44.01
/137
US 1-3 535 eel up
ST/.40-21.10
.
US 2-3 NSW lb.
Sears 523.11111.13.50

Thew Warser---.-.--31P/ssAis
Goodliar
I B
Ingersoll good ---.--.-34/40/.
Haired Lyons Is e market maker In this stock
UNC-price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
, Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Discover the Free Custom
Computer Color Matching
Service Now Available at...

111411111111111.20kgIMO*
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HOG MARKET
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SOF.%
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INFORMATION
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•
Pet Containment System
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•Leadly °weed
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TUESDAY, MAY 10. 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicate supplement
insurance is no*
scandanzed in 10
plans and we *me
all 10
The pan A deductible
you. Of your
rancx,
must pay Ras been
increased to lab% Lii
1994
For mote informauon
call
McCONNEILL.
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or asclaiswedie
1-1100-455-41,9
•oi• nerl mit al sem&

SEARS

753-1916
Di

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

DEADLIN
Deadlines are 2 days le
sd.ance!
A DJ USTNIENT'S
Adiertisers are requested
tu thedi the first issertlua
of thew ads fur any error.
Murray Leda*/ & Times
will be responsible fur only
use incorrect troeruim.
Aay ern* should be reported lasmedistrly so cutrectliau can be made.

KIcklre Kountry
MUSIC BASH
Saionsay, easy la. 1 00-7 30
Beeutdui Kaoline* Stare Pam
Ram or shins Can (502)

NEED 60 people Lose
/0-30 pounds in 30 days
New 100% natural doctor
recommended program
Easy safe guaranteed
619 698 2419

forma

by

JTL1

,
Pacw
obone

Microwave
Repair

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza. salads
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

All Bland-.

Ward Elkins
753-1713

"WANTED
IMMEDIATELY"
People To Los*
Weight!
Nutritionally Balanced
Product

MAJOR telephone oo now
hiring technicians install
ers accounts service reps
operators No experience
necessary For information
call 1-219 736 4715 eat
F3482 Sam 8pm 7 days

753-2310

474 2211 tor mom
Presented
tOft

CREATIVE Sewing & Ser
vices 400 North 8th
753 5930 Open Mon
Wed 3pm to 8pm Sun
tpm to 4 30pm

NOW hiring Part time &
full time positions avail
able Apply in person at The
Big Apple Cafe Puryear
TN Must be 21 years of
age 901 247 5798

LEARN TO DRIvE
TRACTOR TRAILERS

W IMPLCOMS
ALLIANCE
•NEM:131:amm

MINOAN

'Wynn s
Nyrsery
seydrng Panha

Complete Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Clleripca4 Product That
Contains 72 Vitamins.
Hots Minerals. Proteins.
And Amino Acids

/ 4 pack
4" pots
1
Dahlia's 3/
60e each
Variety of Vegetable
Plants
Tomato Plants
33e each

Take Control 01 Your
Life And Your Weight,
Call 1502) 527-3998 and
ask for Derrell it you are
interested No obligation This product will
change your life'

Hwy. 69 North, 1!/,
mi. from Stateiln•
901-782-3508

Kut 'N Kurl
would like
to welcome

Jolene Wyatt.
Wallace's Ll-Pick

She invites all of
her friends and

Strawberries

customers to stop
by and see her or

PAPA John s Pizza is now
accepting applications for
assistant manager, 5 day
work week paid training
program paid vacations
competetive wages Apply
in person. Dixieland Cen
ter 753 6666
PART TIME maintenance'
tanitor Must be depend
able, 10-15hrs per week
Apply_ in person Mon Fri
9am-12priFelAirr4y Mold
& Doe. 506 Industrial Rd
POSITION for Apprentice
Kentucky Cosmetology Instructor at West Kentucky
State Technical School in
Paducah KY is now avail
able Must be currently
licensed as a hairdresser
For more information call
502 554-4991 The appa
cation deadline is May 16
ROPER'S Donut Shop ac
cepting applications for day
shift Apply in person at
1409 W Main
STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753 2047

Top of The Hill
Bar & Grill

We still offer our U-pick berries for $.60 a
quart and $1.25 a quart for ordered
berries. We will be open all day Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays starting
at 7:00 a.m. and from 4:00-7:00 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, & Fridays. This
year we are going to open on Sundays
from 1:00-5:00 p.m. Bring your own take

W ILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now-hiring For
into call 219 794 0010 ext
7159 8am 9pm 7 days

Hwy. 119 Buchanan, Tn. is now selling beer to go at 6
a.m. Monday thru
Saturday.
(Formerly Hickory Hal)

home containers.
For
additional
info, call:

Wallace's f. Norm
Elementary
U-Pick
al Pea ram aaad

e
2

Price

050
Lost
And Found
3M0 old male Golden Re
tnever puppy lost in vacmity
of Camelot Subdivision
759 1180 or 753-5636

753-0195

121 North

To place
orders:

MSU
Stadium

753-2047

LOST red, male Chow mix
wearing rabies tag Approx
imately 6 miles South of
Murray - Rewardl
492-8411

ACCEPTING applications
for light industrial positions
Apply in person Murray
Employment Office, 1210
Johnson Blvd , Murray, KY

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
ioco,s open at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to SO
Haw Road, right on So Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

P.O. Box 1033

753-0466

. th good
BOOKKEEPING ctn
computer skills. Full or parttime, depending on availability Salary commensurate with experience &
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1594, Murray, KY
42071

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Murray

Amersca's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
••

or

1 °cations Coast to Co.451

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Apartments
Fos Root

WANTED OTR truck driver
with 2yrs experience COL
Hazmat required
502 759 4009

1993 CRAFTSMAN LT
40006 speed 42" cut riding
mower 14hp Kohler en
gine has grass catcher
$800 436 2351 after
4 15pm

1954 FORD Jubilee Farm
tractor model* NAA Call
436 2794 after 4pm

1 SWINGSET with slide
and 1 rocking horse Price
negotiable 759 9049

28R 1 bath duplex garage
with automatic door
opener dish washer gar
bage disposal w d hook
up central h
$450 mo
lyr lease Day 753 7688
,, ghts 759 4703

ORIGINAL 801 Ford trac
tor A 1 condition 2yr old
'hp Kobota tiller Topper
tor full size truck 437 3006
after 5pm

LAKELAND QUALITY
HOMES Benton Ky Why
pay rent? With your good
credit and 10% down you
can own tor less than rent
1994 14X56 $146 per mo
1994 14X68 $166 per mo
1994 16X60 $198 per mo
1994 16X80 $219 per mo
1994 28X48 $291 per mo
Free air with each New
Home During the month of
May Lakeland Quality
Homes Hwy 641 2 mile
North of Benton Jack
Thompson Bill Crader
502 527 5253

Ohl
Domestic
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553
HOME Health Care 7yrs
experience available
7pm 7am 753 7115

3 Ton central haa electric
unit $300 Small 1 5hp oil
less air compressor 110 or
220 electric $200
753 6063 after 6pm

WILL clean houses & of
ices Satisfaction guaran
teed 489 2062 anytime

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience, free supplies, free information. no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28 PO Box
39, Bangs, Tx 76823
EXPERIENCED printing
personnel wanted Full
time positions competitive
pay, good working condi
bons Innovafive Printing
1623 Highway 121 Murray
KY 42071 Marc Peebles
(502) 753 8802
EXPERIENCED dry wall
hanger must have tools &
references 474 8377
EXPERIENCED auto body
and trams technician Ex
oellent salary and benefits
Please send resume to PO
Box 1040 P Murray KY
42071

ALTERATIONS and re
peas 1:ental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536981
SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061
100

CASE 448 garden tractor
w mower tiller log splitter
disc • more $3 500 obo
Craftsman 11hp 42'
large
mower,$250 obo
doghouse $25 753 1022
For sate tobacco barn logs
20X20 $150 435 4351
FREE hickory saw dust,
For sale hickory slab &
Hickory
BBO wood
Squares Puryear, TN
or
9 0 1 2 4 7 5550
901 642 0102

Business
Opportunity
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Mur
ray Building & all equip
meet 442 4758
120

LARGE Sears octigon play
for--840759 9062
MOTORCYCLE helmets &
shields Camping supplies
& work boots Jerry s Sport
mg Goods Mayfield KY

Computers
FOR sale 2 computers
both 386SX computers with
color monitors 1 200 MEG
hard disk 1 100 MEG hard
disk, 8 MEG memory
753 9240 or 753 0148
FOR sale Amega A 600
lap top footprint 2 MEGs
RAM 85 MEG hard drive
205 OS $625 Amega
500 $175 Future Music
Studios 753 6768
PC Repair upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research
753 7001

NEW metal siding & root
mg Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
SMALL wed-ding dress
king waterbed ladies Pul
sar watch 753 0789
SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts service & supplies
Sonny
Call
or
Hooks 753 9274
1 800 540 9790
WHITE wedding gown with
train size 10 753 4097
Horne
Furnishings

Want .
To Buy

3 JOB
OPENINGS
Due

to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings exist in
the branch of a
500
FORTUNE
If
company.
selected you will be
expense
given
classroom
paid
training. We will
provide complete
company benefits,
medical,
major
dental, 401K savings. Your starting
be
will
income
$1600/mo. & P.
promotions
All
based on merit - no
To be
seniority.
accepted you need
a pleasant personality, be ambitious,
minded,
sports
have grade 12 or
better, 21 or older
and bondable.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578
901 644 0679
CASH paid for good use:Jones, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique fur
niture, glassware & china 1
piece or houseful! Call
492 8128 between
10am 4 30pm
WINDOW air conditioners
working or not 753 5958

Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Thurs.

10 a.m.-4 p.m.

ETHAN Allen drop lea
table & chairs. excellen
condition Reduced to
6400 753 5950
KING size waterbed
Wooden headboard with
mirror,'6 drawers underneath pad rails Call
136 5296 after 5pm
MASSIVE solid oak roll top
desk perfect condition.
5600 436 2351 after
4 15pm
QUEEN size waterbed
frame 8 headboard super
single waterbed complete
Queen size mattress insert
for waterbed 5mos old
328 8037 after 4pm

TUMOR REGISTRAR
Lourdes Hospital is now accepting applications/resumes for the position of Tumor Registrar.
This position is a temporary (4-6 months)
part-time, day shift position.
Applicant must have at least one year Tumor
Registrar experience. ART preferred.
For more intormcrtion.contact Xathy Rutherman, Medical Records Director, MondayFriday between the hours of 8 a m & 4 p.m.
at 444-213.6 or 1-800-633-1178 (in Ky.) or 1E3.00-626-5435.

bLOURDES
HOSPITAL

Call 502-247-3857
ask for

The Head and Mind of Healthcare
1530 Lone Oak Roaci • Pcyaucoh, KY 42033
A Marnitosir or 1ts•

cy Hoorah System

•MATERIALS MANAGEMENT•

Purchasing Agent
MURRAY KY
ture of
FISHER-PRICE, INC., a leader In the manufac
a
seeking
is
,
children's toys and juvenile products
KY
Murray,
in
located
plant
their
for
Purchasing Agent
ance
Responsibilities will include the selection and mainten
ering
of a global sourcing tase, establishing and admirust
s and
contracts. developing procurement strategie
delivery
and
pricing
quality,
best
for
ng
negotiati
To quality for this position you must possess a thorough
es.
knowledge of J.I.T.. MI?? II. Inventory Control Procedur
of
degree
high
a
as
well
as
Vendor Rating Systems
ation,
Administr
in
Business
degree
A
literacy
r
compute
well
Materials Management or related field is necessary as
The
Agent
ng
Purchasi
a
as
ce
experien
of
as 6-10 years
high
successful candidate will come DOM a team based.
involvement. organization
For immediate consideration
salary history to
1OPMP
1/

FisiterPrice

please send resume and

Employment Manager
FISHER-PRICE, INC,
Rt. 2 Box S3A
Murray, KY 42071

At, Equal Oppuluelly Itenrierm m/l/cliv l4phone cola or openclas

• •••• 1111. 41111.4114.0.

FOR sale H Farmall with
cultivators $1,200 Call
753 2321

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828

110

-

•

obk
Home* For We

NOW taking applications at
The Dutch Essenhaus
Hwy 121 N 753 2334

call 753-1682 for
an appointment.

We are open! This year we are proud to
announce four acres of "Earliglow" berries for your enjoyment. "Earliglow" is
the premium berry for freezing, squeezing, cramming, and jamming.

Farm
Equipment

Help
Wanted

Diodes
TO PLACE 0 AD CALL

la)

270

0e0

00

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
137 4667

John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600
BALDWIN Acrosonic
Spinet piano for sale Good
piano for beginning students $500 436 5610

28R apartment in North
wood $280 mo 759 4406
28R brick duplex in North
wood Central h a ap
pliances furnished no pets
Lease & deposit required
Call 753-7185

OWN cheaper than you
can rent! 1992 3br, 2 bath
16X80 deluxe Fleetwood
Glen Eagle. central ha is
land kitchen ceiling tans &
rnirfOrs throughout, beau
bul wallpaper, bar, double
sink in master bath doll
house windows Northern
built home • must see to
appreciate was new
$26 900 will sell for payoff
of $21 500 payments are
$213 36 mo 759 9062

240

2BR duplex Great neigh
borhood Central h a Dis
hwasher refrigerator, w d
hookup $375 mo 1 year
lease Deposit no pets
1906 B Westwood
753 8734
28R duplex with satellite
d hook up
appliances
central h a $375 mo
Lease & deposit 753 7457
2BR duplex, appliances
w d hook up fenced in
back yard water utility
central air, $420 mo Depo
sit security Call 492 8393

Miscellaneous
28R duplex 411 N 5th
Mobile
$265.deposit 492 8225
Homes For Rent
KILL ROACHESIBuy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
2BR duplex, central h a
y or _ovedside _pest_ SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br.
.
siv
--eloc-tfrc-ot 0--aig wand-NJ-mu- appliancesaatuuushed_ua_
vird Coleman RE
ngw
udige
Control Concentrate
753
tance to oollege 753-5209 d
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
2BR duplex $250 al° No
money back. GUARAN
Mobile
1102 Pogue
pets
TEED, Available at Coast
Home Lots For Rent
0409 753 3415
753
St
to Coast 604 N 12th
1 ,
2BR townhouse
MOBILE home lots for rent
SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN 492 8488
baths all appliances 111
CARE ends slow drains
duding washer & dryer
Removes years of buildup
deck, ceiling tans, tool
in pipes and its sate louse
shed new vinyl flooring
Money back GUARAN
new paint free lawn care
TEED' Available at Murray
Coleman RE, 753 9898
True Value Home & Auto 800 2200SQ tt Coleman
2BR townhouse, new spa
HDW, North Side shopping RE 753 9898
csous, all appliances includ
Ctr
HARD to believe that office ing washer & dryer
space on the court square 753 4573
250
in downtown Murray is at
Business
fordable & available but it 2BR very nice appliances
Services
is & Debbie can tell you all & lawn care turnish4)J
deck w d hook up central
K T I and Associates offer about it Call 753 1266
h a Available now Cole
ing a full line of investigative
RETAIL or Office Space in
man RE 753 9898
services Bel Air Center S Side Shopping Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
1 ,
38R townhouse
753 4509 or 7536612
baths all appliances in
duding washer & dryer,
320
Mobile
deck ceiling fans tool
Apartments
Homes For Sale
shed new vinyl flooring
For Rent
new paint free lawn care_
12X52 MOBILE home with 1,2,380 apts Furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
be
Can
on
4br
12X52 built
very nice near MSU No
moved by house movers pats
7 5 3 1 2 5 2 ALMOST new 2br duplex in
Asking $1 000 753-0751
Northwood Stove, wager
days 753 0606 after 5pm
atom, dishwasher. w-d hook
12X65 2BR trailer, remod
1 BLOCK FROM MSU
up. gas central ha No
eled with extras $4,000 2br, furnished duplex
pets. WO mo • deposit
436-5032
$300, mo 1 year lease, de
Days 753 1953 nights
14 X60 BUCCANEER posit No pets Refrig
753 0870
10yrs old, 2br, 1 bath, cen- stove 1415 A Poplar
EMBASSY 2br, central
tral hia. all electric, excel- 753 8734
gas appliances furnished
lent condition, located in 1BR duplex apartment
Coleman RE 753 9898
Murray Call 247-0665 after stove & refrigerator turn
college students
5pm
!shed located 2 blocks FOR 3
partially furnished avail
Chestnut
&
university
from
16X72 1991 ATLANTIC,
able June 1st. $150 mo
2br, 2 bath 1 3 acres St Shopping No pets. each 753 9564
$175 mo plus deposit
753 1014
Days 753 4845 435 4181
FURNISHED apts renting
ER
14X72
BUCCANE
1985
after 6pm
now Available in May No
central
bath,
2br, 1",
pets Also sleeping rooms
electric heat & air, double 18R furnished. summer re
Apts
Zimmerman
753-1119
$185/mo
nter,
floorrng & insulation, car753 6609
port, outbuilding Located 18R furnished close to uni
HILLDALE Apartments
at H 7 Coach Estates Re
verse)? & hospital some
under new management
ducedl 759 4453
utilities paid 753 8756
Come see the changes tak
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70 1BR near MSU appliances ing place Now available
2br, 2 bath, central ha furnished Coleman RE
2br apartment 24hr main
753 4454
753 9898
tenance Handicap acces
Office hours
sible
1994 14X52 BUCCABR on North 4th deposit
8am 4 30pm Mon Fri
NEER Washer, dryer, dis- No pets $185/mo
Equal Housing Opportun
hwasher, 2br. 1 bath Nice 753 8848 before 9pm
ity 437 4113
landsoaping •TIV14 outbuilding with electricity Ja- 1 OR 2br apts near down- KENTUCKY Lake Lake
cuzzi tub, new sectional town Murray 753 4109
land Westly Village 1br
sofa and wide screen tv 1 ROOM efficency apart- apartment, utilities in
included Located in Fox ment $200/mo Available cluded, rent based on in
Meadows $24,000 Call now, 1602 Olive partial ubl
come Elderly. handicap &
759 9311 after 5pm
Coleman RE
disabled Equal Housing
ities
O pportunity
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE, 753 9898
3br, 2 bath service pole, 1 ROOMS for rental 1614 502 354 8888
$10,000 obo 474 8349
LARGE duplex in private
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen Irving room area Central air, gas heat
2BR furnished & carpeted & bathroom facilities Walk all appliances Lease plus
No pets
on 3 lots Well & septic to MSU Coleman RE deposit
759 1087
system Reduced Wilson 753 9898
Realty, 302 S 12th
2BR 1 bath duplex central MUR CAL Apartments now
753-3263
gas ha, vial hook up like accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Dounew appliances furnished
A nice country home
Phone 759 4984 Equal
blewide on 1 acre, central $400-mo, Imo deposit
Hoeing Opportunity
h/a, 3br. 2 bath. with 8x10 435-4480 or 436-5726
front porch and 10x20 back
deck Two out buildings
nice landscaping. on a
paved road Priced at
$37.500 759.4416

Business on
a Budget?

BEST Home Center Hwy
45 E. Milan, TN presents
Fleetwood Homes sale of
sales 16X80 3br. 2 bath
central air all for $19999
As little as $1032 40 down
payments $202 33/mo. or
3br, 1 bath 14X64, $750
down, payment $165/mo
2br. 1 bath 14X50 $650
down $135/mo Call
I 800 282 3 78 1 or
901-686 8790
CUSTOM build or buy from
our huge inventory Save
BIG BUCKS $S during
month of May' See Ed,
Chuck Bill or Johnny for
your best housing value
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc Hwy 79E Paris TN
1 800 642 4891
FOR sale by owner 1988
Buckaneer 2 large bedrooms with baths. all appliances underpinning. porches & tiros Take over
Call
payments
901 469 5040

Pun

thiS 2x2

consistency ad

in Classi-

fieds every day,including the Shopper.
for Sio0 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Cl OSF OUT Cl F ARANCE SALE

% OFF
25
Entire Store wide Soh
Patio furniture, chairs, tables,
as is, your choice

scratched, dents,
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NEW 2br I bath gas his,
appliances furnished
Washer dryer hook-up
MOO per month 1 month
deposit 1 year lease No
pets Call 753-0472 leave
message
NEW duplex 2br, 2 bath
garage and utility room Privacy deck with all ap
piiances furnished & wed
hook up $475-mo with de
posit and 1 year lease No
pets Located at 1813
Ridgewood 753 5524
days 753 6854 nights
NEW large duplex 2 full
baths gas heat in prrvate
area lease & deposit
$SOCimo No pets, Days
nights
75 3 1 1 55
753 1623
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

t-• •

Fer Real
Or Lamm

PASTURE & barn space
ith 1br furnished apartment Utilities & cable included 5 miles from campus $350mo Ready May
15th Days 753 1362
nights 435 4236
VERY nice 2lir 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
7532905

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney
$20 $40/mo 758-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units availabbe Cal 753-2905
37u
Lasesiork
$UBBISMI

PETER Pumpkin Eater's
wile would have stayed
home if she d had a beautiful carefree PVC feriae
Holland Fence Co Maykeid Ky 345-2776
YEARLING & 2yr old Saddlebred colts Saddlebreds
mares & geldings Regis
tered Racking Gelding
Quarter Horse X Thoroughbred type Philly
753 9390

2 PARROTS, hand raised,
very friendly & taxable.
$500/ea Will consider payments Baby Cockateels,
$25/ea 901 644 3107
7MOS old male chocolate
Lab had shots & papers,
needs good home $200
obo 753-7258
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 4,36-2858
£30

Rea
Estate
2BR house near university,
$350 mo 753-1651 or atter
5pm 489 2266
3BR 2 bath, white stone
wgray vinyl siding, fenced
in yard. 6yrs old on nice lot
on Camelot Dr, $550mo
753 2339 753-8767
3BR house available June
1st Central he dishwasher garbage disposal,stove & refrigerator
furnished $425mo Deposit required Call 753-2981,
leave message
NICE 2br house unfurn
ished with carport storage
shed appliances gas heat,
ac,no pets $400mo
753-7920

CLASSIFIED

40 SECLUDED acres a
deal for a mini farm, will sel
all or part, 8 miles Northwest of Murray 753-3781,
leave name & number
58 ACRES prime development property southwest of
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell 759-9247
COMMERCIAL property
for sale several locations
Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444 P S Restaurant
with 'equipment
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Falwell Designer/Craftsman
Custom Woochvorking:
Countertops
Kitchen and Bath cabinets
Custom Closets
E ntertainment centers
Custom Furniture
Staircases
Architectural Draffing & Design:
Interior 3D views
plans modified
Blueprints copied
Remodeling design
See our home before yOu buitd!
Builders PowerSource
Phone (5CQ) 753-9250
r•. .- 10 Between JorYloir Robertson and Gbbs Store P000
,

eve,
'
eent,Jc
•••

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

753-0414

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE
'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service 'Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

TAYLOR WILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT

900

„.4
,
g'• t.;,
-

.•

r,••

• •
•••
'•

552
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling,firepIaCe, iteittral heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available

KY Labe Iola priced kom
$3,000 to $19,500 All
wooded & most have beautiful views of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Lake
Property
NICE cabin 2 minutes initIM
boat ramp available for
summer rental Weekly rate
& weekend packages available 753-2339, 753-8767

Lots
For Sale
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision Al city
utilities reduced $17,500
753-4873 after 6pm

1304 OLIVE Blvd Excellent Blvd location, 2 story
colonial with columns LR
formal dining, library, large
kitchen with island & pantry, large family room with
fireplace. 5br, 2 full, 2-4
baths utility room, patio. 2
car garage Price reduced'
Call for appt 753-7689
2,3br, 1 bath, central gas
h a carport 753-0859
days, 753-5214 evenings
2BR 1 bath, 2 car garage
good well, good neighborhood
Stetta area
753-9823
2 STORY 4 or 5tx,
baths on large secluded
wooded lot, $126,000
753-7231 after 5pm
2 STORY house, 3br, 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
437-4995
3BR, 2 bath, white stone
with gray vinyl siding,
fenced in yard 6yrs old, on
nice lot on Camelot Or,
753-2339,
$69,900
753-8767
3BR get-a-way awaits you
in this roomy & tastefully
,edecorated brick home
with large 3 car garage
Screened back deck overlooks '4 acre pond & 371
acre wooded lot Contact
Realty
Kopperud
753-1222, MLS a 5422
3BR home 14 bath like
new, located 1201 Mimosa,
new h/a units, new carpet,
new roof Call Mur Cal Realty, 753-4444
3BR well decorated bock
home with detached 24
car garage Located on
shaded street in a very
desirable neighborhood
Bargain priced in the low
$70s for quick private sale
Call
Mayfield
502-251-2709 or 251-2713
for appointment to see this
attractive home
4BR. 24 baths, plenty of
closets, gas central hie,
carpet, large rooms with
ceiling fans, located on
large corner lot with plenty
of trees in Kirskey Area, 1yr
old Call for appointment
489-2520
4 NEW 3br houses with city
sewer, gas etc Priced in
$70's & low S80.s Call Bill
Page Building Contractor
753-3672 after 5pm
A NEW listing' 2 story, 3br,
24 bath home under construction, located in Quail
Run Subdrvision. 2200sq ft
living area Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

BY OWNER 3tx, 1%6 bath
brick ranch Eat-en kitchen,
termer dining room living
room Minify room with
bay window Central gas
neat & air wall to-wall car-,
pet ceiling fans. Jacuzzi,
14,1411 storage bldg Lot
5150, ackacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell mid
$70 s Call for app!
753-4359
B NEW listing' 1 5 miles
South on Hwy 641 Beauti
tut setting 30r, 2 bath
home on 1 6 acres Home
built 1990 Call Mur Cal
Realty 753 4444
kliT home 4br It
Oc
LAK
eckEF_Rpa
d
dr fr lots of win
-X/
s
C'
^N'
.V
-..• c
.nch Seri
ires only
2
.
•(
NEW 31x, 2 bath with whirlpool tub, cathedral ceiling
In Irving room & dining,
large kitchen. 2 car garage
N 16th across from
vans Golf Course Call
492-8873 or 492 8238 from
6-10pm evenings
NEW home 1906 Melrose
4br, 34 bath. 2403sq ft
Could be yours Call Mur
Cal Realty, 753-4444

1992 GRAND Prix. 2dr:SE.
grey, loaded, 74,XXX
miles $8 000 obo
753 5094
LOOKING for a graduation
gift? 1991 Toyota Supra
Excellent condition one
owner dearer serviced and
factory warranty Auto CCI
sunroof, and security sys
tern Cal 753-2882
PONTIAC 6000 LE white
4dr 1985 model power
windows & doors, high
miles decent condition
$1 200 Call 759 4168 atter
5pm or leave message
SHARP 1982 2-28 white
with graphics tinted windows auto $2 500
474 8054

1:11
Vans
1982 FORD Econoline conversion van, new re built
engine with 2 5XX miles
many new items $4 500
obo 753-4249

Motorcycles
1987 YAMAHA OT50
moped excellent condition,
low miles 753 8756
1989 500CC WAVE runner, $2,500 436-2593
490
Used
Cars
1972 FORD Galaxy 500
44r. 24 XXX miles, $2,000,
like new, can be seen at
Solar Dr. 0318 753-1377
1977 FORD LTD 2dr, low
mileage, excellent interior,
one owner 753-6931 afternoon or evening
198 CADILLAC, adr,
leather interior, good condition, $1,600 Call 753-5142
days. 753-3050 nights
1982 CORVETTE, white,
red leather, JVC GO prayer,
$9.500 obo Call 754-9311
after 5pm
1982 FORD Pvercury LN7.
$900, good condition
436-2528
1984 CHEVROLET Cavalier,good working car Asking $500 obo If not home
leave message 753-0003
1985 CELEBRITY. V-6,
pis, pit), auto Call
753-9610 after 6pm
1987 OLDS Toronado
good consitron Clean well
maintained All power very
sporty. perfect graduation
present $3,950 Daytime
753-0183, evenings &
weekends 901-247-5524
1988 MAZDA RX7 GXL
48,XXX miles. loaded
$8,000 obo 759-1010

A very talented home' Master suite
great room
high ceilings Split 3br ar,angement, 2 baths
Be
the first to live in this one
Call 753-1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 bath,
brick home in the city on 1 4
acres Excellent condition
with many extras 1511
Martin Chapel Rd
753-7957

1990 TOYOTA Tercel,
39,XXX miles red $3,750
753-6741 leave message

1990 RED Geo Storm
auto air, 51.XXX miles
good condition $6 000
753-4108 6pm 9pm

1990 WHITE Eagle Premier, loaded, 37 XXX
miles asking $4 800
489-2731 after 8pm
1991 PLYMOUTH Laser,
black good condition
759-1675
BEAUTIFUL red, garage
kept, 1990 Pontiac Grand
Am, quad 4 16 valve engine, $6,500 Serious inquires only' 753-0737

GIBSON 1987 42 houseboat. limn 220 crusaders 2
AC/7-'4 Kohler g•n
nyorioge/Birnini eiectron
ics excellent conditionextra clean $50 000
615 646 0327 (leave mes
sage) Picture ,spec
available
MINNKOTA bow mount
trolling motor, lAoder599
8 speed 41et1ust loot con
trolied with 2 marine bat*
ries Used very little $350
Daytime 753 0183 evenings & weekends
901 247-5524
TOM Sawyer 19 radio,
depth finder cassette.
horns cony top 165 Murc,
new upholstery ext prop,
new trailer dual axel Also
boat lift motor & gear
436 2261
USED boats motors bast
ers & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Clmell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 121 S
502-436 5464
YAMAHA pet ski 1992 VXR
650 $3,700 753 7688
759-4703

1986 FORD conversion
.an 66 XXX miles excel
ent condition 753-5309

500
NEW listing' 3br & 1 bath
Used
home on 2 nice lots LoTrucks
cated Almo Ky, Good condition Call Mur-Cal Realty, 1986 S-10 TAHOE. auto
-753-4444
;err prd. p4 cruise trft. tee
4 c-yc engine has 65.XXX
SPACIOUS -3br, 2 bath,
miles $3,500 474-8891 Of
with great flowing lay out.
474-8346
beautiful kitchen breakfast
room seperate dining 1987 DODGE Dakota 4x4,
room Lots of extras coun- new motor. 92xxx miles
try club view Call for your $4900 753 7868
appointment today
RED, 1993 Toyota 4X4,
753-2905
excellent condition,
$12,900 759-9305
470

1990 GRAND Am SE red
low mileage $7,300
759-1969

LOOKING FOR THAT
ONE that's hard to find?
Here it is' Central gas heat,
central air, screened porch,
TP windows, and look at
this' Three bedrooms, two
baths, and priced in the
$40's If that s not enough,
add Southwest School DisJAct 20X22 garage with
paved drive Call 753-1222
to see *5438

1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm

1968 S 10 Blazer, black,
4 3 aluminum wheels pi'w,
pl cassette tilt cruise &
tinted windows 85 XXX
miles 1972 GMC good
work truck 753-6063 after
5PrTI
1989 NISSAN, 56.XXX
miles, good condition, priced to sell 753-4798 after
5pm
1992 WHITE S-10 Tahoe.
swb pis, pt. air, arrilm
cassette. V-6, 5sp, 38,XXX
miles, excellent condition
753-8183 or 753-9198 after
6pm
510
Campers
1988 24 PROWLER
loaded spotless condition
753 8625
1989 16FT Casita camper
trailer, self contained, tv
antenna & stereo, battery
system $5,500 759-9522
1989 WINNEBAGO 24tt
mini motor-home, 14.XXX
miles, $15.000 1991 20ft
pontoon boat. 40hp, Evinrude, fish tinder & trolling
motor, $6.000 Call
436 2593
FOR sale 1982 27tt self
contained Aljo-Aly camper
Good condition new awning in 1991 $6500 obo
Call 502 753 8284

1980 VIP 16 open bow
90hp Johnson, Shoreline
trailer, lots of ski equipment. runs & drives perfect
$2,300 obo 759-9196
1981 RANGER 17ft bass
boat. 150hp Mercury
loaded, excellent condition
Call 753-7275 after 6pm
1986 MONARCH 17t1 aluminum, 40hp mariner bassi
crappie rigged New seats
TM LCR flasher 753-9339
after 6pm
1987 CHAPARRAI 20ft ski
boat, 230hp, double axel
trailer, mint condition.
$10,900 Call 753-4663
days, 492-8479 nights
1988 19ft Laser with
150mag 2 Mariner, $7000
Call 436-5701 after 4prn
BASS boat outfitted $2400
obo 436-2463 after 6pm
SEA Ray 1976 Cuddy Cabin 22tt, new 235hp I/0
Mercruiser. Bimini tdp
Days 753-3914 niohts
435-4236

1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
trimming tree removal Joe
436-2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing.
trimming. hauling Mark
436-2528
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al Allbritten s Lawn Service Weekly & depend
able No job too small Free
estimates Tim 753-0749
Al Al's hauling yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
A 1 A Yard Servioe tree
removal trim hauling,
mulching & clean-up
492 8254
A-1 Carpentry work
New constructon, remodeling, porches. decks Also
house plans drawn No job
too small Call J&C Construction 436-5398
Al Tree Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
Spin 492 8737 753 0495
A 1 Tree trimming mulch
hauling & odd jobs Paul
436-2528
ADDITIONS, garages, new
homes sun rooms. wood &
metal studs Tripp Williams.
builder 753-0563

BLUEGRASS awn main
lance best service and
rates for mowing & trimming, free estimates Cal
759-1588

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service AS work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436-5832

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9 12 1 5
BRYON S LAWN SER- Mon Fri 753 0530
estimates
Free
VICE
753-4591
570
CARPORTS for cars and
Wanted
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec- STANDiNG timber or bm
tion high quality excellent tier lands Do yourself a
favor get our free no obli
value Roy Kt 759-4664
gabon estimate before you
CARROLL S custom gar- sell
Call toll free
den tilling bushhogging 1 800 447 8351 evenings
work
box grader blade
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-492 8622
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
tams 354 8161 after 4pm
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296
DECK Masters Reasonable rates for quality work
For your tree estimates call
Rick 753-6566 or Mic,
753-7864

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986
B&G Maintenance, lawn
care light hauling & landscaping Free estimates
Ask for Bill 759-4490

Visa and Master Card

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

Call Us Today!

753-1916

CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
400 Sunbury • Murry (13eriine Bunny Brawn

753-5940

11

-6".***

SPENDING YOUR
MONEY ON
LOW QUALITY SIGNS!!

HEATING Ron Hall Heating. Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete install.
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699

CALL: 753-2378

WOOD WORKS

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Certer

Simplicity

lQlôQklaCl

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MUFFLERS, brakes.
shocks. service R&G Exhaust 514 South 12th
Street 753-8868
MULCH delrvered Murray
436 5560
PAINTING, interior. exterior House & mobile home
repairs Tuckpointrig brick
work Free estimates Call
436 5009 436-5032

N
.

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at reasonable rates Free estimates 25yrs experience
Repairs on old roof or new
construction Call Rick
753 6566 or Mic
753-7864
RILEY remodeling and
construction 489-2907
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing. siding.
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
rneroal, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

Master Card

CUSTOM KITCHEN

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding.
vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436-2052

LAWN care rotor tilling
handyman fast reliable
service 436-5392

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

VEHICLES UNDER $200!
Cars axtoned by IRS
DEA, FBI nationwide
Tracks, boats
motor
nornes. cor-sx.virs. and
morel Cali tot tee,
1(800) 436-6867
Ext A.1901

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5848

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested AO dseck the
first insertion of their
ads forany error. Murray Ledger & Tunes
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny erns
sertion.
should be reported inimediately so COITtfHans can be made.

If you have something to sell. here's the emy to make_your votes
. it's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network.
For 111411, yeu can place • 25-word ad in 60 Kentucky
newspapers with • potential audience of more than 1.000000
readers
Wave *old everything from antiques to atatton wagons From
steel buildings to sewing machine*.
Contact this newspaper for detail& Then get ready to *ell

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436-2060

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery, Murray.
KY 436-5560

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699
435-4327

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

ASPHALT drrveways sea
led Reasonable rates, free
estimates 753-8463

753-1916

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Orrr 6,000 Seriatiiirt Customers
Since Ikcvli

(502)582-1800

SUREWAY Tree II Stump
Removal Insured with ILA
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking, disking, tilling Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush hogging
Reasonable
rates 753-3413

ALL around yard work.
Mowing hauling, odd jobs,
trimming 437-4703

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

(502)554-3267

BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
cleaning
Spring
Residential/Commercial
753 56134

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wuttf s Recovery. Murray
436-5560
1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving.
clean-up,odd jobs tree
trimming tree removal
yard mowing mulch hauling. -Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

&Heim.
Peered

Meets

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
WANTED yards to mow
Call 436-5760 after 5pm
WILL do horseshoeing Ja
son Hicks 527 3692

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
FREE
ESTOMATES
Experienced • Dependable

For the best fates & friendly service...

Call 489-2590

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating S Cooling Service S Installation
Elearrcal Service S Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant
roz:
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MURRAY LEDGER 4 TIMES

A Vital Defensive Principle

16

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q104 2
•Q73
• A Q J 53
•A
WEST
EAST
•K 7 3
•6
•A J 9
•K 6 4 2
• K 82
•74
•J 1084
•K76532

ES
days in

SITS
re reKk the
0 their
r. MurTimes
ible tor
rect toerror

led tnicoTt.:-

*A3985
111085
• 1096
•Q9
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
1*
Pass
Peas
3+
Pass
4+
Opening lead — jack of clubs.

ssde.
R Vote

toy IRS

orwicie
11011:of

11

and

867

Let'ssuppose you're declarer Et a
given contract and can't make it if
the missing cards are divided one
way,but can make it if the cards are
divided in a different way.
In that-ease, it is surely reasonable to plan your play on the assumption that the adverse cards are
divided favorably. It would be counterproductive to assume a_division
that is sure to result in defeat.
This principle should always be
followed by declarer, and the very

same principle, in reverse, applies
to both defenders. They must assume that declarer has a hand that
permits defeat of the contract
West was put on his mettle in this
deal where declarer won the opening
club lead, led dummy's queen of
spades at trick two and finessed
West won with the king and realized
there was only one card he could
return atthis point that had a chance
to sink the contract lie led the jack
of hearts!
South could not recover from this
blow. If he covered the jack with
dummy'squeen.East would win with
the king and return•heartto quickly
demolish the contract. And if he
played low from dummy,West'sjack
would hold the trick, after which the
ace and another heart would produce the same result.
Note that if West leads the heart
ace or nine at trick three,or returns
any other suit, declarer makes the
contractsimply by playing correctly.
It is not at all difficult to justify
West's highly unusual play of the
heart jack at trick three. His only
real hope of stopping the contract
lies in scoring three heart tricks
before declarer can regain the lead,
which in turn means crediting his
partner with the king of hearts. He
therefore shapes his defense to fit
that assumption.

Tomorrow: It all adds up to 13.
weebee

mucky

100,000
Preen

to sell

Fen years ago
Murray Lions Club members
are pictured in front of the sign,
"Murray, Ky., Home of Murray
State University," placed on 641
South city limits, they purchased.
Bekah Brock, daughter of Don
and Cecelia Brock, was crowned
S queen of 1984 Murray High
School Junior-Senior Prom. Her
attendants were Greer Houston,
daughter of Dr. Hal and Lynn
Houston; Diana Ridley, daughter
ot Dr. and Mrs. Michael Ridley;
Leila Umar, daughter of Dr. and
'Ars. Farouk Umar, Kim Greene.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Greene, and Alicia Nunnally,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manley
Nunnally.
Joe Pat Futrell and Terry Orr
are each pictured with wild turkeys taken while hunting.
Twenty years ago
Trina Nicks, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. James D. Cochran, is
valedictorian, and Maggie Baule.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy A.
Battle, is salutatorian of 1974
Murray High School graduaUng
AISS. Other students with high
averages were Kathy Watson,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John H.
Watson, third; Susan Hainsworth,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Jerome
Hainswonh, fourth; Peggy Visher, daughter of Dr. Halene Visher, fifth; Beth Wilson, daughter
of Peggy Wilson, sixth; Valerie
Harrison, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carol F. Harrison, seventh;
Selwyn Schultz, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Schultz, eighth;
Amanda Buice, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R.D. Tynes, ninth;
Mary Doran Atkins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran,
10th, Cathy Mitchell, daughter of
Phillip and Euva Nell Mitchell,
11th.

Thirty years ago
Construction has resumed on
the floodwater watershed retarding dam on Clarks River near
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
William Etherton, Turnbow
Angus Farm, and Raymond Palmer have been named to American Angus Association of St.
Joseph, Mo.
Dr. Donald Hughes spoke on
"Far East and Orient" at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Mrs. Delia Graham was honored with a surprise birthday dinner follow ing Sunday morning
worship services at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Barbara NesbiU and James D.
Francis Jr. were married April 21.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Paul Risk, April
14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Bobo, May 8.

DEAR ABBY: Your quote from
the late S.I. Hayakawa concerning
the value of good literature reminded me of how rich my own life has
been. I have never been "poor."
My father raised six children on
$10.50 a week (for 55 hours of work
a week) until the Great Depression;
and then there were weeks when
only an occasional day of work could
be found, and usually the pay was
only 50 cents for that day.
There were times when there
was no food in the house, and our
lathe, oiadr u.-wash and-rienvouirone good cotton dress or khaki suit,
and wear it to church.on Sunday
and to school the rest of the week.
When I was 9. I discovered the

public library three miles from my
home, and had a wonderful experience with Alice in 'Through the
Looking Glass." As I grew older, I
dueled with Rafael Sabatini's
"Scaramouche," rode with Zane
Grey's "Riders of the Purple Sage,"
laughed with Damon Runyon's
"Guys and Dolls," and traveled all
over the world.
I have sat in the presence of
Plato, Socrates, Jesus of Nazareth,
Nietzsche, Voltaire, George Bernard
Shaw and Clarence Darrow.
Bemuse 1 could read, 1 have never
been poor.
HOWARD CHILDRESS,
MURFREESBORO,TENN.

DEAR HOWARD CHILDRESS: Not only were you
never "poor," you were intellectually very rich indeed. I was
once asked, "If you could give
children only one piece of
advice, what would it be?" My
response:
"Read,read, read! In reading,
you will open up new worlds,
real and imagined. Read for
information; read for pleasure.
Our libraries are filled with
knowledge and joy, and it's all
there — free for the taking. The
person who does not read is no
better off than the person who
cannot read."
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DEAR ABBY: Someone gave you
some bum infiirmation on the subject of in-laws.
Divorce dissolves the marriage
relationship; only death dissolves
the in-law relationship. This is the
law, and for years, a N'ery wealthy
gentleman of my acquaintance was
able to claim as dependents on his
tax return both the mother of his
present wife and the mother of his
former wife.
While teaching a tax seminar finlaymen, I made that point. The subject of taxes being rather dull,
attempted to liven things up a bit
by stating. "... so when you pick
your in-laws, be very careful.
because they are going to be your
in-laws for the rest olyOur life."
From the back of the room came
an agonized.'1 )h. my(;od!"
ARLEN
(.1;1\ /II)..\:\

PiNc!..
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( look et-t- ray much
CbPs I- DROPPED
some 77OiP .,ca/ad af-

1

our PIC MC!

JR

101) COULD'VE BEEN READV
ON TIME AND HAD All NIOUR
111INGS 106ETIIER, BUT `IOU
PUT UP A CUSS ABOUT GOING,
MADE US LATE, AND IOU
FORCAT 1DOR TIGER. IT
IOUR CANN FAULT.

;NS!!

The modern anteater

CATHY
WKAT

HAPPENED?
40li WERE DOING 50 WELL.
VOU WERE LOOKING SO GOOD.

chair!
NEI

IT TOOK MONTHS FOR YOU
WHY CAN'T VDU LIVE IN
-1D.6ET SACK IN SHAPE... MODERATION ?? WHY IS
...AND IN MAO SHORT OAVS"
IT ALWAYS ALL OR
WIRE RI&HT HACK ID
NOTHINCr WITH YOLIT?
WHERE VDU ,STARTED!

HAVING NO CHILDREN TO
FOLLOW IN le14 FOOTSTEPS,
DESK HAS BEGUN TO
TAKE AFTER AlE.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR ABBY: I read the letter in
your column from "Frustrated,"
whose wife had a hiss sex drive. and
your response was that maybe holding down a full-time job and mothering three preteen children led her
worn out, and her husband should
consider giving her a day 011 now
and then, and help her with. the
housework and children.
Abby. that is one of the most iiexist things you have ever said Did
you consider that he Might already.
be doing that? And did you think
about the fact that he holds down a
full-time job and is the lather of the
same three preteen children?
No, you assumed that he sits on
his butt all evening. watching TV
while his wife does all the work.
There was nothing iii his letter to
suggest that he doesn't carry his
share of the workload. Who knows.
he may do all the housework while
she does nothing.
DAILY DALLAS HEADER
DEAR DALLAS READER: I
stand by my answer. According
to my mail, in the majority of
households in which women
hold outside jobs, they also
shoulder the lion's_share of parenting, cleaning and cooking.

1:1
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Ferry years ego
Harlan Hodges who coached
Murray State College to national
recognition in college basketball
has resigned to accept another
position, not announced as yet.
Cpl. Hollie L. Riley. son of
Mr. and Mrs. O.L. Riley. is serving with Engineer Combat Battalion, Frankfurt, Germany.
Herbert Lee Williams has a
ccepted a special research assignment in the officer of former
President Harry S. Truman in
Kansas City, Mo., beginning May
I. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.P. Williams of Paris, Tenn.
His wife, the former Mary Elizabeth Roberts, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Roberts of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. T.H. Martin of
Maryville, Tcnn., have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a terrible
rash on my feet and palms. At first I
treated it as athlete's foot or ringworm,
but it keeps exfoliating and itching. Do
you have an answer and remedy?
DEAR READER: Rashes on hands
and feet can be caused by ringworm
(fungous) infection, but other disorders — such as eczema -- are common as well.
Rather than merely guessing at the
cause of (and cure for) your problem.
I recommend that you see a dermatologist. Such a skin specialist will diagnose your condition and prescribe
treatment,such as topical creams.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A recent television show revealed many Americans
flocking to Canada to have their knees
injected with a cartilage material
called hylo, thus avoiding total knee
replacement. I'm a candidate for knee
replacement and would appreciate
your input.
DEAR READER: I've read that
Americans obtain preferential medical care in Canada because the
Canadian system of socialized medicine welcomes the cash inflow; without these additional fees. the
Canadian system would be in worse
shape than it is. More important, med
ical care for Americans is not rationed
— as it is for Canadians — because
cash-on-the-barrel talks.
I'm not familiar with the product
you mention, nor am I aware of any
injectable "cartilage material" that is
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for (other than experimental) use in this country
Remember that repair of cartilage
in the knee can easily be performed in
the United States through an arthroscope, a small tube that is ititerted
into the knee joint.
If you need a new knee, you probably need more than simple cartilage
surgery
or an injection Therefore,
I'm not at all sure that the Canadian
injection would be suitable for you
In my opinion, you would be better
off having the necessary surgery performed by a doctor you know and trust
in a hospital in your community Don't
consider cartilage injection until our
northern neighbors have worked out
111 the kinks
r now NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Representatives of the 43service areas at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

• iWereMMracles
'
HappeniiyDay!
(Like We Have Been Since 1964)

O

ver those 30 years a lot has changed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. We've
completed three extensive facility renovations, including the construction of our
Medical Arts Building, where most of our 60 physicians have offices.
We've kept pace with state-of-the-art technology, providing you exceptional services
such as advanced cancer and heart care. Our new Outpatient Services Center is second to
none in this region. And we've increased our hospital staff to 800 employees, each working
to ensure you receive personal attention and the best possible medical care.
But with all of the advancements we've made,one thing hasn't changed — our
commitment to making miracles happen for you and your family!

HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS
Administration • Ambulance Service
Business Office • Child Care Center
Cardiopulmonary Services
Environmental Services • Gift Shop

1984 - Architect's rendering of new hospital

Financial Affairs • Food Service
Health Promotion • Hospice
Laboratory • Maintenance
Management Engineering
Medical Records • Medical Library
Nursing Administration• Endoscopy
Emergency Service • Surgery
Outpatient Surgery • Long Term Care
HomeCare Services • Fourth Floor
Three-West • Third Floor
Second Floor • Critical Care Unit
Mental HealthCare Unit • Personnel

Quality Improvement • Radiology
Social Work Services
Speech-Language Pathology
Volunteer Services
1978- Hospital receives new ultrasound
diagnostic equipment

Progressive Care Unit • Pharmacy
Nutrition • Pastoral Services
Patient Advocate • Physical Therapy
Public Relations • Purchasing
1992 Cardiac catheterization lab opens

MURRAY-CALIDWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

